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Ordered To Hire Rosemary Lamb

Louisville Commission
Rules Against Police
A woman who the Kentucky Commission on Human Rights ordered the
Murray Police Department to hire isn't
sure she wants the Job.
Rosemary Lamb, said today that
"I'm a little worried that the officers
might make it rough on me. I'm going
to think it over for a while befoe I make
a decision."
In an executive session Wednesday in
Richmond, the commission ruled that
the Murray police had discriminated
against Lamb on the basis of her sex
and ordered the department to immediately offer her a job.

Future Farmers of America recently won first
FFA STATE AWARD — The Calloway County High School chapter of
fifth consecutive year that the Calloway chapter
place in the state FFA air-cured tobacco grading contest. This is the
tobacco according to group, quality, color and
stripped
has captured this state title. The contest consists of grading
from right, is shown making the presentation to,
length. Kentucky commissioner of agriculture Tom Harris, second
Jimmy Johnson.
left to right, chapter members Tim Feltner, Tripp Furches and

Pregame, Halftime Activities
For Tech Game To Be Colorful
Activities planned for both pregame
and halftime of the Murray StateTennessee Tech football game
Saturday night at Roy Stewart Stadium
promise to be some of the most colorful
ever presented at a Murray athletic
event.
Participating will be the high school
cheerleaders from five states, the 170member Marching Racer Band, the
Marching Marshalls band from Marshall County High School and the
Murray Me School Tiger hand.
Also included will be a special
"Tribute to Murray" ceremony
honoring the Murray Chamber of
Commerce.
The cheerleaders will be coming off a
Recognition Day packed with clinical
and workshop instruction in sideline
and tumbling exercises, pompon
routines and cheer evaluations.
The pregame program, starting at 7
p.m., will be presented by the Racer
Band, the largest ever at Murray State
and making its second appearance
before the home fans. Last Saturday
night, the Racer musicians received a
standing ovation following their show at
the Murray State-Southeast Louisiana
halftime.
Making up the university's band this
year are 118 members with wind and
precussion instruments, 38 in the flag
corps, four field commanders, four
twirlers and four rifles. They are under
the direction of David A. Wells, who is
beginning his fifth year in that position
The Marshall County band's show
will open the halftime activities. Under
the direction of Joe Pettegrew, who is in
his third year at the school, the band
will be led by drum major Ann Martin
and color guard captain Crystal
Hurley. Kevin Roberts and Jackie
Whaler are the assistant directors.
The Marching Marshalls, with their
flashy style and unique showmanship,
marched in the 1977 Orange Bowl
parade and represented Kentucky in
the Bicentennial Parade in 1976 in
Washington, D.C.
Following the Marshall Countians'
appearance, the tribute to the Murray
Chamber of Commerce will be given.
Chamber President Walter Apperson,
publisher of The Murray Ledger &
Times, will be on the field to accept a
special Racer plaque, presented on
behalf of the university community in
appreciation for the cooperation given
the institution through the years by the
people of Murray and Calloway County.
The Murray High Tiger Band, under
the direction of James L. (Buddy)

Vocational Center
To Have Open House
On Monday, Sept. 24
The Murray Area Vocational
Education Center will have an Open
House on Monday,September 24 at 6:30
p.m. until 9:00 p.m.
Parents of Calloway County High
School and Murray High School
students who are attending the
Vocational School and also the general
public are invited to tour the building
and observe the facilities.
Anyone who would like to register for
one of the upcoming night extension
courses may do so during the open
house.

Light, Jr., who is in his eighth year in
Murray and in his second as director of
bands for the Murray city schools, will
then present its eight-minute, awardwinning show. Its assistant directors
are Jim Wright and Richard McLendon, both in their first year with the
band.
Making up the 1979-80 Tiger Band are
134 young people, including seven rifle
and 20 flag bearers. The field commanders are Karen Brandon and Craig
Thurman, while Julie Sams is the rifle
captain and Cindy Montgomery and
Carol Beaman are the flag corps cocaptains.
The band's show, which won for it
first place among the nine bands entered in the Lone Oak Invitational
Marching Band Contest last Saturday
night, will include:
"Pictures of Spain," a Spanish
number featuring trumpet solos by

Matt Burke, Shari Crafton, Bryan
Bartlett and Becky Shuffett; "Come in
From the Rain," featuring Doug Moore
on the trombone; a number featuring
the percussion section along with the
flags and rifles; "El Gato Tristle,"
another Spanish number featuring Kent
Eversrneyer on the French Horn; and
"The Way We Were" with Bartlett in a
trumpet solo and featuring the tuba
section, made up of Bill Leslie, David
Cooper, Richard Kupchella and Nicky
McKinney.
The performance also marks the first
appearance this year before Racer fans
for the Murray High band. In 1977, the
Tiger band won the Marching Bands of
America national high school championship, and it marched in both the
1975 and 1977 Orange Bowl parades.
Game time is 7:30 p.m. and plenty of
reserved seat tickets are available.

Lamb,23, applied twice for the job on
the Murray force where she served as
an intern in 1977. Both applications
were rejected. She is currently employed by the Madisonville Police
Department.
Although she has not been officially
contacted by the Murray police, Iamb
said she spoke with Chief Jerry Lee on
the phone today.
"Chief Lee told me that he would get
back in touch with me some time next
week," Lamb said in a telephone interview from Madisonville.
If they hire me, the chief said I
would start out as a two-year
patrolman. I've only been working here
for 18 months.
At first I was sure I wouldn't take
the job, but after talking to Chief Lee
I've decided to give it more thought,"
she said.
Lamb was hired on March 30, 1978, as
a police officer by the Madisonville
departrnent.

Bridge Closed To
'Single Lane Until
December For Repair
The bridge on U.S. 68 in Aurora over
Kentucky Lake has been closed to one
lane until Dec. 1, a spokesman for the
state Department of Highways stated.
One lane will be used while the bridge
deck is being repaired, the spokesman
added.

A 1977 graduate of Murray State
University with a bachelor's degree in
criminology and corrections, Lamb
said she filed the complaint with the
cornmitssion two years ago because of
the pnnciple.
"At the time I was an intern, there
weren't any blacks or women on the
Murray force, and it didn't look like
things were going to change. I wanted
to rectify the situation. I wasn't that
interested in the money," she said.
The commission's ruling requires the
Murray police to pay Lamb back pay
minus the amount of her income since
she first applied in 1977.
"Since Lamb's salary at Madisonville is approximately the same as she
would have earned at Murray, there

won't be much money involved," Galen
Martin, executive director of the
commission, said. "But she was
unemployed for a while, so there will be
some payment." He didn't know what
that would be.
Murray Mayor Melvin B. Henley
today said that he was waiting for official notification from the commission
before commenting on the matter. He
added that he would then ask the
Murray Common Council at its next
meeting if the decision should be appealed. The next meeting is Thursday,
Sept. 27.
Murray police also will be required to
report to the commission on hiring of
women for the next two years.

Investigation Starts
Into Stabbing Death
Calloway County Deputy Sheriff
David Salentine said an investigation
has started in the death of a Michigan
woman who was found stabbed while
riding in the sleeping compartment of a
transport truck.
Pamela Kay Mapes, 29, wounded in
the chest and stomach, was taken to
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
emergency room Sunday and then
transferred to Lourdes Hospital in
Paducah, where she died at 2:25 p.m.
Wednesday.
Salentine said Mapes had been
picked up in Pontiac, Mich., her
hometown, by Billie G. Coleman, Route
1, Murray, who was delivering a
number of trucks to this area. Coleman
Is a local car
Salentine said Coleman told this
story:
He loaded Mapes' car onto the
transport and they headed for Kentucky.
She later climbed into the compartment and Coleman said he heard
nothing from her until she asked how

far they were from Murray.
A short time later, Coleman said he
heard a groan, looked around and saw
that the woman was bleeding from stab
wounds. A knife was nearby.
He notified authorities but the woman
refused to ride in an ambulance.
Coleman then unloaded one of the
pickup trucks from the carrier and
drove her to a hospital.
A spokesman for the sheriff's
department said that Coleman stated
Mapes had attempted to call her
mother while stopping at truck stops
during the trip. The reports added that
Coleman said she could not reach her
mother and he was in the sleeping
compartment of the truck during one of
her attempts to call.
Salentine said Coleman and the
woman had known each other in the
past and that she frequently was paid to
drive new cars from Michigan to other
states.
The spokesman said no charges have
been filed. Authorities currently are
waiting for the autopsy report.

Mel Blanc To Present
Paducah Firm Currently Working Program Here Sept.24
On Design Of Benton Bypass
A Paducah firm is currently working
on the design of the Benton Bypass, a
connector link between the end of the
four-lane section of U. S. 641 south of
Benton and the Purchase Parkway,
according to Jim Cleavinger, an
engineer in the Reidland office of the
Kentucky Department of Transportation, Bureau of Highways.
Cleavinger said today that Florence
and Hutchinson consulting engineers

Three Persons
Enter Pleas In
Circuit Court
Two persons pleaded guilty to drug
offenses and one pleaded not guilty to
manslaughter charges in Calloway
County Circuit Court this morning.
Phillip Randy Stephens, Clinton,
pleaded guilty to trafficking in LSD and
trafficking in methaqualone. Commonwealth's attorney Ron Christopher
recommended one year on each charge
to run consecutively.
Pamela Waycaster, Clinton, pleaded
guilty to trafficking in cocaine. The
recommended sentence was five years.
Sentencing date for Stephens and
Waycaster is Sept. 28.
A plea of not guilty was entered by
William Talley of Princeton to the
charge of second degree manslaughter
in connection with the Feb. 5 traffic
accident on U.S. Highway 641 South
which killed Anthony Lee Coles of
Murray. Trial for Talley was set for
Tuesday, Dec. 11.
Circuit Judge James M. Lassiter took
under advisement a request from the
state that the probation of Lindy Carr
Jr. be revoked. After pleading guilty to
charges of trafficking in PCP in July,
Carr was taken to LaGrange Reformatory. He was released on shock
probation Aug. 24.
Since that time, he has pleaded guilty
In District Court to the charge of public
intoxication which is not in accordance
with the conditions of his probation.

had been awarded the contract for the
design of the four-lane bypass which
will intersect U. S. 641 just south of
Benton. The bypass will tie the nowunder-construction four-lane section of
U. S. 641 between Murray and Benton
with the Purchase Parkway which
connects with Interstate 24.
Paving of the four-lane section of LT
S. 641 is scheduled for completion in the
Fall of 1980.
Cleavinger said he expects the design
work on the bypass route, which will
cover a distance of about three miles, to
be completed by 1981.
The Benton bypass will be the final
leg necessary to give Murrayans a fourlane link to the interstate highway
system.
Cleavinger also said that the design
work on revamping the intersection of
Main and 16th Streets in Murray is
currently underway. The engineer said

plans for straightening the intersection,
widening it on all sides to provide for
left-turn lanes and the installation of a
traffic signal incorporating left-turn
signals, should be completed by midsummer of next year.
Cleavinger said the same type plans
would be utili7ed at the intersection of
Main and 12th streets during the
widening of 12th Street (U.S. 641) from
two to four lanes through the city.
He indicated that in addition to the
four-lanes on 12th, the plans call for the
widening of Main at the intersection to
provide for left turn lanes for traffic
heading both east and west.
Cleavinger also indicated that the
department anticipates advertising for
bids on the widening and reconstruction
of the bridges on 94 E sometime in the
near future. He said it is hoped that the
contract on the upgrading of the first
four bridges east of Murray would be
let by next spring.

Norman 0.Lane Named
Regional Center Director
Ohio, before joining the staff at Murray
Norman 0. Lane, coordinator .)i
State. He earned the B.S. and M.A
Ofthe
special education programs in
toward the
fice of Extended Education at Murra:' " degrees and has done work
State.
Murray
at
degree
Ed.S.
named
State University, has been
director of the Center for Regional SerHis work in continuing and extended
vices on the campus.
education has involved responsibilities
His appointment by the board
for the organization and implementaregents Saturday began immediately
tion of the Ft. Campbell education proHe succeeds Ray Dunn, who resigned to
gram, adult basic education offerings,
become principal of Southwest Elemena youth conservation work program
tary School in Calloway County.
hr kug
tuco
y.h CETA, and a series of Energy
Lane, 45, joined the staff at Murray
Conservation Seminars across Kenpillr"."1114111111 State in 1961. In addition to his work in
are is a veteran of the .L1. S. Air
continuing and exFarce.
tended education,
Established in 1974,1he Center for
he has served as
Regional Services at Murray State is a
dean of student afone-contact point for businesses,
fairs, dean of men,
governmental units, school systems,
and director of
and
other organizations and individuals
housing.
to obtain cooperative services by drawA native of
ing upon the experience and expertise
Dover, Tenn., Lane
LANE
available on the campus.
taught a sixth grade class in Medin:i

Mel Blanc, the man whose voice an
estimated 100 million people throughoutthe world hear every day, will be at
Murray State University Monday,Sept.
24, for a free program in the University
Center Auditorium.
For more than 40 years, Blanc has
been the voice of countless cartoon
characters, including Bugs Bunny,
Tweedy, Road Runner, Yosemite Sam,
Daffy Duck, Porky Pig, Sylvester the
Cat, Speedy Gontakr-snd others.
Blanc's appearance is sponsored by
the Murray State Student Government,
and the public is invited to attend.
Born in San Francisco, Calif., in 1908,
Blanc was raised in Portland, Ore. His
vocalisms began in grammar school
where he got great laughs "but lousy
grades." It was there that he invented
the laugh which later was to become the
signature of Woody Woodpecker.
Blanc began his radio career in 1927
with "The Hoot Owls" on KGW in
Portland. Then, in 1933, he and his wife,
Estelle, wrote and produced a daily
two-person radio show in Portland
doing all the voices themselves.
From the mid-1930's through the
1940's, a period generally referred to as
"the golden days of radio," Blanc
starred in his own radio show, as well
as appearing as a featured guest with
such performers as Jack Benny, Judy
Canova, Abbott and Costello and Burns
and Allen.
While with Capitol ilecords, he
recorded hundreds of singles and
albums,two of his recordings,"I Tawt I
Taw a Paddy Tat," and "The Woody
Woodpecker Song," each of which have
sold over two million copies. His total
record sales on the Capitol label has
been estimated at more than 12 million.
After Blanc moved into television
with the Jack Benny Shaw, it wasn't
long befoce he created a score of
unusual "voice" characters, including
those of Barney Rubble and Dino the
Dinosaur of "The Flintstones," Speed
Buggy, and several characters for
ABC's children's educational show,
"Curiosity Shop," Hanna Barbera's
"Jetscns," and recent features like
Chuck Jones' "Connecticut Rabbit in
King Arthur's Court."
Since 1960 Americans have also

encountered the distinctive Blanc
"touch" in commercials created by the
staff of Blanc Communications Corporation for a variety of advertisers.
In Beverly Hills, he and his son Noel,
president of Blanc Communications
Corporation, put together a production
staff that specializes in creating entertaining commercials.
Although seriously injured in an
automobile accident in 1961, he is busy
as ever today, touring the college
circuit as the number one attraction on
campuses across the country. He still
has time, however, to complete new TV
half-hour shows like "The Carnival of
the Animals" by Ogden Nash and
featuring Bugs Bunny.
Blanc and his wife live in Pacific
Palisades, about one block from the
beach. As he would say in his Porky Pig
voice..."The...th...th...that's all
folks!!"
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Sports

mostly cloudy
Mostly cloudy today with a
good chance of rain developing
by midday. Highs in mid to upper
70s. Periods of rain locally heavy
at times tonight diminishing on
Friday. Lows tonight low to mid
60s. Highs Friday upper 60s to
lower 703
Saturday through Monday:
Mostly sunny mild days and clear
cool nights. Highs in the 70s and
lows in the 505.
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Icaft COMMUNITY
•
CALENDAR,
Thursday,Sept. 20
Men's Stag Night is
scheduled at the Murray
Country Club with Don Keller,
Jim Williams, Don Robinson,
and Ray Lafser in charge.

Saturday,Sept. 22
Fish Fry, sponsored by the
Knights of Columbus, will be
held on the grounds of St.
Leo's Church from 3 to 8 p.m.
All the fish you can eat; drinks
with meal free. Adults Business and Professional
$3.50; under 12- $2.00.
Women's Club will meet at
6:30 p.m. at the Triangle
League of Women Voters
Restaurant with Dr. and Mrs. will register voters in front
of
Hugh Noffsinger to present Otasco in Bel Air
Shopping
the program.
Center from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
, Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of
Events at Land Between the
Beta Sigma Phi will meet at
Lakes
will include Dried
7:30p.m. at the Ellis Center.
Plants for Winter Decoration
Temple Hill Chapter No. 511 from 1 to 3 p.m. and Ghosts of
Order of the Eastern Star will Barnes Hollow at 2 p.m., both
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the lodge at Empire Farm; Night
Visual at 8 p.m. at Center
hall.
Station; Trail Hike from 2 to 3
at The
Murray Women of the p.m. starting
Moose will meet at 8 p.m. with Horneplace-1850.
the officers to meet at 7 p.m.
Co-operative English Test
at the lodge hall.
will be given in Room 201,
• Baptist Young Women of Faculty Hall, Murray State
First Church will meet with University,starting at 8 a.m.
Mrs. Richard Jones at 7 p.m.
An open horse show,
. Town
and
Country sponsored by the Hardin
Homemakers Club will meet Riding Club, will be at 6 p.m.
et 7:30 p.m. at the home of at the West Kentucky
Livestock and Exposition
Carlic Mechlor.
Center, College Farm Road.
First film showing of "The Admission will be 01.
Hustler" starring Paul
Murray State University
Newman and George C. Scott
will be the preview at 3 p.m. Racers will play Tennessee
and show with panelists at 7 Tech in a football game at
p.m. at the Student Center Stewart Stadium starting at
Auditorium, Murray State 7:30p.m.
University.
Invitational Golf TourFrida T,Te
.pt. 21
Chili Supper by Murray nament at Murray State will
Band Boosters will be served continue today with awards
from 5 to 8 p.m. at the Murray presentation to be at apMiddle School Cafeteria. Cost proximately 1 p.m.
will be $1.50 per plate.
Hazel Senior Citizens activities will start at 10 a.m. at
the Hazel Community Center.
Lunch will be served at 11:45
a.m.
Shopping for Senior Citizens
will be held and call 753-0929
by 9 a.m. for morning shopping and by 11:30 a.m. for
afternoon shopping.
Annual 15th Murray State
Invitational Golf Tournament
will be held today and
tomorrow with 15 teams
participting.
Murray State University
Women's Tennis Team will
host Southern Illinois at
Edwardsville in a match on
the university courts.
Exhibition of works by new
members of the Murray State
University art faculty-Steve
Bishop, sculpture, Margaret
Himel, printmaker, and a
grapphic designer-will be on
• display through Oct. 7 at the
Clara M. Eagle Gallery, Fine
Arts Center, MSU.
Demonstration and instruction in choosing and
preserving a variety of plants
for home decoration and
enjoyment will be held at
Empire Farm, Land Between
the Lakes, from 10 a.m. to 2
p.m.
Saturday,Sept. 22
Breakfast will be served at
the Oaks Country' Club at 8:30
a.m. with a business meeting
of the women to follow.
La Cercle Francais, Murray
High School students studying
French, will have a sidewalk
cafe in front of the Panhandler
in the Bel Air Center starting
at 9:30 a.m.
Alpha Department, Murray
Woman's Club, will have a
covered dish luncheon at 10
a.m. at the club house.
Members note the change in
time.
Harvest Sunday School
Class of First Baptist Church
will meet at 9 a.m.' at the
Boston Tea Party.

Mrs. Beal Gives
Program For PEO
The first fall meeting of
Chapter M of the P.E.O.
Sisterhood followed noon
luncheon at the Triangle
Restaurant on Saturday,Sept.
15. The table was centered
with a bouquet of fall flowers
from the garden of the hostess
and her husband, Mr. and
Mrs. L. J. Hortin.
Mrs. Nate Beal presented
the program creating a clever
schoolroom situation in which
were studied regulations
governing local and state
chapter of the Sisterhood in
Kentucky. The chaplain, Mrs.
Harlan Hodges, based her
devotions on Psalm 100 and
the president, 'Mrs. A. C.
LaFollette, presided over the
business meeting.
Plans were completed for a
benefit luncheon to further
educational opportunities for
women which have always
been the prime objectives of
the Sisterhood, a spokesman
said. The public is invited to
buy tickets in advance for the
gourmet affair served buffet
style, to be held in the community room of the People's
Bank at 12th and Chestnut
Streets at noon on Saturday,
Sept. 29, which is being called
The Flavor of Kentucky."
Tickets may te purchased
from any member of the
Chapter.
General chairman for the
event is Mrs. William Major;
food chairman is Mrs. John C.
Quertermous; table chairman, Mrs. Olga Freeman and
ticket chairman, Mrs. Lewis
Bossing.

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frances Drake
FOR FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 21, 19'79
What kind of day will SAGITTARIUS
tomorrow be? To find out what
Nov. 22 to Dec. 211 )°
the stars say, read the
New career projects should
forecast given for your birth
be started now. Social life is
Sign.
esp rewarding. Elligibles will
enjoy romantic encounters.
ARIES
CAPRICORN
I Mar. 21 to Apr. 191 error4
Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) V
Initiate new work projects.
Publishing, travel, and
Talks with close ones are distant matters are favorably
productive and the evening 'accented. Your personality is
favors romance. Others care a factor in career success
more than .you realize.
now. Be sociable
TAURUS
AQUARIUS
(Apr. 20 to May 20) t:S411
(
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 181
Romance is around the
The accent is on joint
corner for singles. Harmony financial dealings. Some
of
at work increases produc- you will meet a romantic
tivity. Children are a source of interest from a distant
place.
joy and creative work.
Be open to good advice.
GEMINI
PISCES
(May 21 to June 20)
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 201 X
Important
domestic
Close relationships are
decisions indicated. Romance favorably
highlighted.
is satisfying on both in- Passion
combined with tentellectual and affectional derness
marks your approach
levels. Enjoy time together. to
love. Mental rapport too.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22) 011
0
Family talks are lively and
harmony marks the home
front. The accent is on local
visits, writing letters, and
making phone calls.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 221
Launch important financial
..programs. Goods news from
relatIVes. You're articulate
and expressive. Charm works
wonders now.
VIRGO.
( Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) nP‘"f l
Take time out to think of
yourself. Accept invitations.
New contacts are helpful
financially. A good time to buy
and sell.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)Finish neglected tasks, and
then initiate new work
projects. You're charming
now and should favorably
impress others.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) rri/eV
.
Expect a busy round of
social activity, but later you'll
want to spend some time alone
with a love interest. New
friends are influential.

trt

FAG

YOU BORN TODAY are
versatile, yet inclined to
scatter your energies. You're
liable to experiment before
settling on a career. Both
intellectual and creative,
you're naturally drawn to
writing, publishing, art, and
music.
Law, teaching,
medicine, and reserch are
other fields in which you'll
find happiness. At times your
intellect is at odds with your
imagination. Learn to combine these qualities creatively
and you'll go far. Put aside
discouragement and use your
best success. Birthdate of:
Chico
Hamilton,
jazz
musician; and H.G. Wells,
author.

HOSPITAL PATIENT
Terry McDougal of Murray
has been dismissed from
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
An estimated 20 million
people
were
reported
homeless in 1949 as a result of
floods.

The next meeting of the
group will be on Oct. 1 at 7:30
put., in the home of Mrs. H. L.
Oakley, with Mrs. Donald
Burchfield assisting. The
program will be presented to
Mrs. George Hart who will
speak on her travels in Russia.
Members
present
at
Saturday's meeting not
mentioned above include
Mesdames Frank A. Stubblefield, Morgan Sisk, Howard
Titsworth, Robert T. Bryan,
Henry McKenzie, James
Parker, Maurice Christopher.
Paul Sturm, Dr. Joan Maupin
and Miss Ann Herron.

By RAINEY APPEKSeiN
For the past couple of
weeks, every place I've spent
my "days", the subject of
"Holocaust", the made for
televisions movie, has been a
talked about item. I have to
admit that it made a profound
and disturbing impression on
me. Dr. Kent Forrester and I
were discussing "Holocaust"
and he was telling me that he
had visited the infamous
concentration camp called
Auschwitz in Poland about
seven years ago. He said the
movie changed his mind about
letting the time expire to track
down the German war
criminals - he feels that the

+HOSPITAL NEWS
8-30-79
18th. St., Murray, Mrs. Gladys
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS Brown, 405 South 2nd. St.,
DISMISSALS
Murray, Kenton Woodall, Rt.
Mrs. Barbara W. Stewart, 1, Box 24, Dexter, Floyd D.
1715 W. Michigan Apt. A. Usrey, 1317
Kirkwood,
Evansville, Ind., Mrs. Joy Murray, W. D. McKinney, Rt.
Courtney and Baby Girl, Rt. l 3, Box 45-A, Murray, Dwight
Bx. 436, Murray, Claude C. D. Crisp, 1001 Fairlane,
Phillippe, Rt. 2 Bx. 87, Murray, Mrs. Jewell H.
Puryear, Tenn., Mrs. Jenny L. Parks, 625 Ellis, Murray,
Mrs.
Paschall, Rt. 2, Puryear, Geraldine R. Kelly, Rt. 3. Box
Tenn., Daniel T. Dithon, Rt. 1 377, Murray, Mrs. Flossie M.
Dexter, Mrs. Joyce F. Blaine. Outland (expired), 13)M Vine,
Rt. 7, Tatumsville.. Rd., Murray, Mrs. Amelia Erwin
Benton, Mrs. Wanda S. (expired) Rt. 4, Murray,
Leonard, 519 Malcolm,
Sikeston, Mo., Donald P. Vick, 9-1-79
Rt. 1 Bx. 112A, Almo, Edgar L. Adults 114
Wilson, Rt. 5 Bx. 384, Murray, Nursery 7
Lea A. Meade, 505 S. 6th,
Newborn Admissions
Murray,Freddie L. McDaniel,
Hutchens, Baby
Girl
Rt. 2, Bx. 301A, Murray, Mrs. I Gloria l, 405 College Courts,
Allene
Morris, Rt. 1, Murray.
Dukedom, Tenn., Douglas E.
Dismissals
Lambert, Rt. 7 Bx. 373,
Mrs. Kathy Petrie and Baby
Murray, Jack Geurin, P. 0. Girl, Rt. 1, Box 356, Cottage
Bx. 136, Ridgetop, Tenn., Mrs. Grove, Tenn., Mrs. Robbie L.
Carolyn A. Brewer, Rt. 3. Bradley, 520 S. 7th St.,
Benton, Mrs. Ruth A. Hart. Murray, Mrs. Martha L.
Rt. 2, Bx. 53, Buchanan, Price, 603 Dunlap St., Paris,
Tenn., Mrs. Mildred C. Tenn.,
Kimberly
M.
Tharpe, 509 White St., Paris, McPherson, Box 7220 Regents
Tenn., Konstantina Halkia. Hall, M.S.U., Murray, Mrs.
A9, Fox Meadows, Murray, Mozelle B. Jones, 111 North
Bryant McClure, 210 S. Ilth, 9th St., Murray, Hobert
Murray, Curtis Doty, Rt. 1. Underwood, Rt. 1, Hazel,
Springville, Term., Mrs. Lottie James E. Garland, 521 South
M. Duncan, Rt. 1, Dexter. 7th St., Murray, Mrs. Eva M.
Mrs. Ruby D. Johnson, 318 N. Alexander, Rt. 6, Box 65,
Porter, Paris, Tenn.; Frank Murray, Gerald R. Gallimore,
0. Pace, 501 Chestnut, Rt. 1, Box 138, Murray, Mrs.
Mary Lou Alexander, 903
Murray.
•
Main, Murray, Ralph Stanley
8-31-79
King, Rt. 5, Murray, Jimmy
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
W.Page,1402 Poplar, Murray,
Orr, Baby Girl (Donna), Rt. Mrs. Joan A. Culp, Rt. 8,
2, Bx. 26415, Murray, Lowe, Benton, Mrs. Anna G.
Baby Boy (Charlotte Gail.. Lassiter, Rt. 4, Box 176,
211 Atkins Drive,Paris, Tenn., Murray, Anna L. Settle, Rt, 1,
Gossum, Baby Girl (Sharonl, Box 434, Wilmore, Stephen
P.
Rt. 3, Box 94A, Benton.
Davenport, 812 College Court,
DLSMLSSALS
Murray, Mrs. Etna Sue Todd,
Arlene R. Barnes, Rt. 2, Box Waldrops Trailer Ct., Box 14,
30I-A, Murray, Mrs. Dana M. Murray. Stanley A. Anderson,
Page and Baby Boy, Rt 1, 70 Riveria Courts, Murray,
Mayfield, Mrs. Sharon B. Mrs. Cynthia Gail Ross and
Mulwitz and Baby Girl, 117 Baby Boy, Box 5, Dexter, Mrs.
Flower Lane, Paris, Tenn., Karla Jeanne Vail and Baby
Casey I.. Thomas, General Boy, Rt. I. Box 264, FarDelivery, Canton, Mrs. Diane mington, Mrs. Dixie M.
W. Rodgers, P. 0. Box 564, Pogue, 509 South 7th St.,
Mayfield, Don H. Long, 522 Murray, Olvie Towery, Rt. 1,
Whitmore, Murray, Mrs. Dexter. Mrs. Ethel D. Lester,
Dorothy Alexander, Henry, 1306 Farris, Murray, Mrs.
Tenn., Russell G. Dowdy, Jr., Audra E. Franklin, 209 Maple,
Rt. 6, Murray, Glennon E Apt. No. 4, Murray, Mrs.
Hendrix, Rt. 8, Box 3B, North Nettie
D.
Arnold, 90
16th Ext., Murray, Mrs. Clara Sycamore, Murray, Kenneth
Edith Harding, Rt. 2, Box 176- R. Clark, Route 5, Box 346,
F, Dover, Tenn., Mrs. Paula Murray, Mrs. Edna B. CunK. Windsor, 1622 College ningham, Rt. 4, Murray, Mrs.
Farm Rd., Murray, Mrs Dorothy L. Harper, 101 West
Katherine E. Lax, 966 8th St., Benton, Mrs. Callie B.
Chestnut, Murray, Mrs. Anna Gingles, 511 South 13th St.,
F. Dill, 413 Sycamore, Murray, Mrs. Lois Zahller,513
Murray, Stephanie W. Bedell, Whitnell, Murray, Mrs. Bessie
8002 Woods Hall, MSU, Schroader, Rt. I, Almo, Mrs.
Murray, Lorene Falwell, Rt. Elna Davis, Rt. 2, Wingo.
3, Box 154, Murray, Mrs.
ARMENIAN ART
Sandra J. Reed, 2280 Garry,
NEW YORK (AP) - The
Troy, Mich., Robyn L. Ray,
1603 Kirkwood, Murray, Mrs. painter Carzou (Karnig
Edna V. King, Rt. 2, Mayfield, Zouloumian ), recently inMrs. Rosie S. Hartley, 809 ducted into - the- French
Coldwater Rd., Murray, Mrs Academy of Arts, is among 30
Ann P. Thomas, P. 0. Box painters of Armenian descent
whose works are on view
3572, Henry, Tenn., Mrs
through Sept. 30 at the
Martha A. Tharpe,400 Ash St.,
Armenian General Benevolent
Murray, Mrs. Vye R. Cooper,
Union Gallery.
C-0 C. C. Erwin, 9856 Madera
The exhibit is entitled "A
Rd., Ft. Myers, Fla. James Century of French-Armenian
Henry Garrison, 811 North Painting."

statue of limitation should be
removed, and they should be
tracked down and punished.
He also was having a conversation
with another
English professor friend of
his, Dr. Clell Peterson, and
was shocked to learn that Dr.
Peterson was with the U.S.
Army who arrived at Auschwitz the first day, to liberate
the prisoners. From Dr.
Peterson's description, the
horror is almost too much to
tell.
+++
On to a more pleasant
subject, the birth of a new
grandson in the Payne family
has pleased everyone. Agnes
Payne was laughing and
saying the proud grandfather,
James, was beating her to the
punch, by telling the news of
the birth before she could.
Cindy and Steve Payne are the
proud parents of the new boy,
named Matthew Steven.
Their darling blond haired little girl, Raegan Leigh, is
also happy about the new
addition, as well as Cindy's
parents, Wanda and Cletus
Colson.
+++
How would you like to have
a delicious new chicken
casserole to try - Ann Mrs.
Herbiel Hunt from Memphis,
Tenn., shared this recipe with
me - try it - you'll like it.
Chicken Spectacular
3 cups cooked cubed chicken
1 packai,,e Uncle Ben's long
grain and wild rice (cook as
directed)
1 small jar pimento, minced
1 medium onion chopped
1 small can water chestnut
sliced
I can cream of celery soup
(undiluted)
1 cup mayonnaise
I can French cut green
beans
Mix all together and bake in
a 350 degree oven for twenty
minutes - take out - grate
cheese over top - return to
oven for 15 minutes. Will serve

CINCINNATI SHOW
CINCINNATI, Ohio (AP)The exhibition "The Golden
Age: Cincinnati Painters of
the 19th Century" will open at
the Cincinnati Art Museum
Oct. 6 and run through Jan. 13,
1980.
The museum says the show
is drawn from its "more than
300 paintings which make up
the richest collection of
Cincinnati art in the world.
Nearly 40 painters who were
born in Cincinnati or worked
here will be represented."

12-15 people.

there, she could look out the
window and see the snow
capped mountains, and It
snowed quite a bit about five
miles outside of Denver,
which is very unusual for this
early in the fall and winter.
Also attending the youth
part of the convention were
Gus and Ben Moore, two good
paper boys for the Murray
Ledger & Times, and also the
sons of Claudia and Dr
Charles W. Moore.

++
The national convention for
the Episcopal Churches was
held last week in Denver,
Colo., and three Murray
Episcopalians attended.
Nancy Whitrner combined
the convention with a job of
house sitting for her brotherin-law and his wife, Robert
and Page Whitrner, while they
took off on a skiing trip to the
Rockies. While Nancy was
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THE ACES®

IRA G CORN, JR

"Economics is extremely useful as a form of
employment for economists." - John Kenneth
Galbraith.

NORTH
• 10 8 4 2
•A 8 6
•Q J 4
•7 5 2
WEST
•K 6 5
•J 10 9 4 2
•96 3
•6 3

4-20-A

EAST
•3

•K Q 5 3
Declarer had to be an
•8 7 5 2
economist in the care of
•K 9 8 4
today's dummy's trumps.
SOUTH
He needed every one avail•A Q J 9 7
able to achieve success,
•7
but, unfortunately, he
• A K 10
made one small slip and
•AQJ10
lost his slam.
Dummy's heart ace won
Vulnerable: North and the trump eight was
carefully led from dummy South. Dealer: South. The
For a finesse. West ducked bidding:
smoothly and cleverly and South West North East
another low spade was led. 2*
Pass 3*
Pass
Pass 4•
East discarded, declarer 44
Pass
Pass
shrugged and went up with 4 NT Pass 5•
Pass
the ace of trumps, leaving 5 NT Pass 64
Pass
Pass Pass
the high spade with West. 6•
The 10 of diamonds was
led to dummy's queen and
Opening lead: Jack of
a low club was successfully hearts.
finessed. Now South had to
find a way to dummy to finesse.
The diamond 10
repeat the club finesse.
goes to dummy's queen
The high diamonds were and another
club finesse
cashed and the spade wins. The
club ace is
queen was led to West's cashed and,
when East's
king. West punched de- king doesn't
fall, declarclarer with the heart 10 er's
losing club is ruffed
and declarer was careful with dummy's
last trump.
to ruff with the jack of
trumps. The only entry left
Bid with Corn
was dtkr9rny's 10 of trumps
and declarer exhausted his
9-20-B
own trumps to reach the South holds.
dummy. East discarding a •3
•K Q St
heart to keep his clubs.
•8752
Another club finesse •K 9 8 4
won, but it did not work.
Declarer's ace failed to
drop the king and East North South
scored the last trick.
1•
To make the slam, declarer should have played
ANSWER: One no
his queen of trumps on the trump. The only choice in
second lead from dummy. spite of the singleton
West would be forced to spade. Too strong to pass
Like his king or lose it and and too weak to bid at the
WIN declarer would have
two level.
another dummy entry.
Send bruhte questions to The
West returns a heart
Aces. P0
Box 12363, Dallas,
,‘Ilich declarer ruffs high Texas
75225, with self-addressed,
stamped
envelope
tar reply
.111(1 the trump nine to
---tnpyright. 1579
I
i bitlY'N 10 allows a club
United F ,ature Syndicate In,
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Pamela Tucker Is Married To
Mr. Vancil At First Church

the
ow
it
lye
er,
his

Miss Pamela Renee Tucker,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Prentice Earl Tucker, 349
Blanc Drive, Hopkinsville,
formerly of Murray, was
married to Rodney Dean
Vancil, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Orval Vancil, Anna, Ill., in an
August ceremony at 7:30 p.m.
at the First Baptist Church,
Murray.
The Rev. John Christian of
Hopkinsville officiated at the
ceremony. Richard Jones,
organist, and Toby Roberts
and Sheila Ellington, soloists,
presented the nuptial music.
Before the wedding vows
the
were
exchanged,
responsive reading of I
Corinthians 13 was read by the
minister and congregation.
A seven branched candelabrum forming an arch
decorated with sprengeri fern
and pastel ribbons was used as
the focal point of the
ceremony. The candelabrum
was flanked by two tree
candelabra holding seven
burning candles each. Two
additional candelabra were
used at the base of the steps,
all decorated with sprengeri
fern and pastel ribbon.
The unity candle was placed
on a table directly in front of
the pews. It consisted of two
large half candles which were
lighted by the bridal couple by
candles marking the first
family pew and put together
making one big single candle
as it was placed in a shell
molding the two into one
candle.
Bride's Dress
The bride, escorted by her
father, was given in marriage
by her parents. She wore a
gown fashioned of polyester
organza over peau de soie
featuring chantilly lace and
crystal pleating.
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The neckline featured a
chantilly lace band edged in a
row of crystal and pleating
and seed pearls. The scalloped
yoke came to a point in the
back made of chantilly lace
and edged in a row of crystal
pleating sprinkled with seed
pearls and white sequins
closed with 48 self covered
buttons.
The high waist was encircled in a white satin band
forming a bow in the back and
long streamers. The sleeves
were formed of chantilly lace
and Pearl cuffs made of
chantilly lace edged in a row
of crystal pleating. The skirt
extended to a chapel train
with crystal pleating finishing
the hemline.
Her fingertip veil was tull(edged in crystal pleating with
sprays of chantilly lace and
seed pearls over the headpiece
and covering the back. Her
only jewelry was a pair of opal
earrings borrowed from her
aunt.
The bride carried a
European cascade bouquet of
pastel roses, stephanotis, and
baby's breath with long ribbon
streamers with love knots tied
holding sprays of baby's
breath.
Holt of
Miss Tanya
Dukedom, Tenn., was the
The
honor.
of
maid
bridesmaids were Miss
Patricia Tucker, Hopkinsville,
sister of the bride, Miss
Eleanor Mills of Guston, and
Miss Kim Sparks of Paducah.
The attendants wore dresses
in pastel colors fashioned of
sheer organza over polyester
with skirts edged in ruffles
running up the side to the
waistlines, ending in rosettes
at the waists. The sleeveless
bodices and scooped necklines
were overlaid with sheer

41110,
Cr11

Deatt-A66t
By Abigail Van Buren
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Sees Pen Pal,
Writes Him Off

EISS

the

DEAR ABBY: Eight years ago. when I was 16. I began a
pen-pal relationship with a boy (my age) in Liverpool.
England. We corresponded faithfully, exchanged pictures,
and you might say we "fell in love" through our letters.
Derek's letters indicated that he was intelligent, wellread and romantic. and I couldn't wait to meet him. .
Last week he came to visit me. Abby. I can't believe he is
the same person who wrote those letters. Although he
LOOKS like his pictures, he is like a stranger to me. He's
painfully shy, hardly ever looks me in the eye, and when he
talks he stammers. I did my best to make him feel corn
fortable and open up. but it was useless. Last night he said he is in love with me and 'wants a
physical relationship. Although I expressed my love for him
in my letters. I have absolutely no romantic feelings for him
in person. I just can't have a physical relationship with him,
Abby .
How can a person who writes so eloquently be so totally
inarticulate and unappealing in person'? Please tell me how
to handle this. I hate to hurt him.
LET DOWN IN CONN.

The

tias,
aed.

DEAR LET DOWN: Be gentle but honest. Tell Derek
that the chemistry is not right for a physical relationship.
lie will be hurt, but he'll be hurt more if you give him false
hope.
Many shy people can't cope with social situations, so they
retreat into solitary activities such as reading and
Consequently they never develop the art of verbal communication. Don't totally reject Derek because you have no
romantic interest in him. He desperately needs your friendship and understanding.

Special Events Are Held
In Honor Of Mrs. Vancil
Mrs. Rodney Dean Vaned,
the former Pamela Renee
Tucker, was honored with
several prenuptial events.
A coffee was held in the
home of Mrs. Gus Robertson,
Jr., Murray, with Mrs
Robertson, Mr- Ron Wright,
and Mrs. Richard Jones as
hostesses.
The home of Mrs. Marco
Stergas, Hopkinsville, was the
scene of a tea with Mesdan les
Stergas, Tony Hensley,
Charles Dunn, John Zatinall,
Mary Jane Lancaster, and J.
C. Thorpe as hostesses.
A ii.iscellaneous shower was
held at the Anna Heights
Baptist Church, Anna, Ill.,
with the ladies of the church
as hostesses.
Mrs. Ola Outland, Mrs.
David Waldrop, and Mrs.
Jesse McKinney entertained
with a miscellaneous shower
at the Outland home in
Murray.
Patricia Tucker was hostess
for a personal shower held at
the Baptist Student Union,
Murray.
A bridesmaids luncheon was

Mrs. Rodney Dean Vancil

to

Who said the teen years are the happiest? For Abby's
new booklet "What Teenagers Want to Know," write Abby:
132 Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212. Enclose II and a
long, stamped 128 rental, self-addressed envelope, please.

Ladies Tennis
Meet Planned
The women's tennis groups,
A, B, and C. of the Murray
Country Club will have a
potluck supper on Thursday,
Sept. 27, in the club house.
Lochie Landolt and Rainey
Apperson, co-chairmen for the
groups, invite all interested
women to attend.
Meat will be furnished and
each woman is asked to bring
a dish.
An informal hour will be
from 6 to 7 pin., and serving
will begin at 7:15 p.m.
Those planning to attend are
asked to make reservations by
Monday evening by calling
Rainey Apperson, 753-7590, or
Lochie Landoll, 753-4707.

polyester capes edged in
ruffles.
Miss Holt wore a crown of
roses matching her dress, and
all attendants carried long
with
roses
stemmed
streamers of ribbon flowing to
the floor.
The flower girls were Buffy
Waldrop and Mary Paul
Sammons, both of Murray,
who wore dresses identical to
the other attendants and a
crown of silk roses matching
their dresses. They carried
wicker baskets and scattered
white rose petals.
Douglas Vancil, brother of
the groom, was bestman.
Groomsmen were Danny
Vancil, also a brother of the
groom, and Jeffrey and Wes
Choate, cousins of the groom,
all of Anna,Ill.
Ushers were Steve Hussung,
Gary
Murray,
Eaton,
Louisville, Scott Lester,
Metropolis, Ill., and Kevin
Hileman, Columbia, Ill.
Benjamin Wright, Murray,
was the ringbearer.
Mrs. Linda Wright of
Murray directed the wedding.
Reception
Immediately following the
wedding a reception was held
in the fellowship hall of the
church with Mrs. Ola Outland
as the coordinator.
Hostesses were Mrs. James
Rogers, I.aFayette, Mrs.
Patsy Bethel and Miss Paula
Lyons, both of Nashville,
Tenn., Betty Farris, Paris,
Tenn., and Mrs. David
Parker, Murray.
The bride's table was
overlaid with an ivory linen
floor length cloth centered
with a three branched silver
candelabrum holding three

Western Kentucky s

Watermelon Seeds Are
Priced At $8.33 Each
HOPE, Ark. (AP) — Seems
like you can't buy anything
cheap anymore. Ivan Bright
and his son Lloyd plan to sell
their watermelon seeds for
$8.33 each, or eight for $50, or
a dozen for $100.
But these aren't just any old
seeds. They come from the
Bright's 200-pound melon that
eclipsed the 197-pounder listed
in the 1979 Guinness Book of
World Records. Hope city
officials certified the melon's
weight after it was picked late
last nionth.
The Brights are preserving
the monster melon in a cool
room until the Arkansas State
Fair at Little Rock later this
month.
Ivan says he will cut the
melon at the end of the fair.
With an estimated 600 to 700
seeds inside his beauty and

people reportedly lining for a
share, he hopes to make more
than $5,000.
But that won't necessarily
make Ivan Bright a happy
nlan.
The Hope Advertising and
Promotion Con/mission had
offered a $10,000 prize for a
200-pound melon at the Hope
Watermelon Festival
Bright's melon didn't reach
200 pounds until 33 hours after
the contest deadline elapsed.
In 1975, U.S. Apollo and
Soviet Soyuz spacecraft linked
up in space and two Russian
American
three
and
astronauts visited each
others' craft. The ApolloSoyuz mission marked the
first time the two nations had
understaken a joint space
venture.

leading fashion store

tapers
burning
white
surrounded by a wreath of
pastel roses. On either side
were silver bowls with
arrangements of pastel roses
and baby's breath.
the three tiered white
wedding cake was decorated
in fresh pastel roses maching
those in the centerpiece and
the candelabrum. Punch was
served from a silver punch
bowl. Silver appointments
were also used to serve
assorted nuts and mints. A
crystal bowl held assorted
marinated fruit.
Davida Waldrop, dressed
identically to the attendants,
kept the guest register and
distributed rice bags made of
white net, tied with pastel
ribbons from a silver tray.
The register table was accented by a small silver
compote holding pastel roses
and baby's breath.
Richard Jones played
selections on the piano during
the reception.
The couple left for a wedding trip to French Lick, Ind.
They are now at home at
Apartment 413, College
Courts, Murray.
Rehearsal Dinner
Mr. and Mrs. Orval Vinson,
parents of the groom, were
hosts for the rehearsal dinner
held at the fellowship hall of
the First Baptist Church.

Better
Than
Warm
Why just bundle up to be warm, when
you can look this great. Come let
Bright's warm' you with a gorgeous
coat of plush wool, kashmiracle.
wool blend or camel hair. With
sizes 8 through 20 and lots of
styles to select from. you'll
be looking forward to cold
weather. Priced from 75 00
to 200.00

V/S4*

IN SORORITY
Tressa Brewer and Sherry
Nall, both of Murray, and
Cindy Mastera of Hazel were
initiates of Alpha Gamma
Delta Sorority, Murray State
University, at the recent
initiation held by the group.

Bright's Charge
or Lay-Away

Dressed
To Go

DEAR MOM: I think Carla is getting an "early start" for
an earlier finish. In my opinion, a 15-year-old girl with failing grades should not date at all on school nights, and midnight should be curfew on weekends.

DEAR IDA: It's people like your husband who make it
difficult for firemen, police and rescue squads to reach the
scene where they're desperately needed. Many lives have
been lost, and property destroyed, because thrill-seekers
have created • traffic problem. Tell your overgrown boy
that if he doesn't pull over to the curb when he hears a siren.
HE is in violation of the law!

given by the bride at Dakota
Feed and Grain. Guests were
Patricia Tucker, Tanya Holt,
Kini Sparks, Shelia Ellington,
Eleanor Mills, Mrs. Orval
Vancil, and Mrs. Prentice
Tucker

g
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SIMMTS

DEAR ABBY: Carla, our 15-year old daughter, is our
problem. She's boy crazy. She's very mature (physically) for
her age and has been wearing a 38 bra since she was 14.
Last semester she failed two subjects so we sent her to
summer school to make them up. Well, she had such a busy
social life with the boys that she failed both subjects again!
This year we have laid down the law. Instead of letting
her stay out until 11 p.m. on school nights and 1 a.m. on
weekends, we told her she has to be in the house by 10 p.m.
on school nights and 12:30 on weekends. Now she has her
dates pick her up at 6:30. Isn't this too early for a girl to be
going out'? Carla says since she has to be in by 11 she has to
get an early start! What is your opinion'?
CARLA'S MOM

DEAR ABBY: The man 1 am married to is very intelligent
about most things, but he has one childish fault. Every time
he hears a siren he has to follow it. We have been late to
more places because this thrill-seeking nut of mine has
chased a fire engine, ambulance or squad car. He never
misses your column, so maybe if you mentioned this, you'd
make an impression. I can't get through to him.
II/A IN ALBANY

4
9

fisikMunay
Locigeg & RIOS

SUPREME

featuring
GIVENCHY
BODY
SMOOTHERS

MYSTERY

Taupe Wine or Black

Footworks sandals go everywhere you do, a day at work.
a night on the town or an afternoon with the Racers
These luscious kidskin sandals will keep your
feet dressed for style and action
Footworks from Bright's make
good fashion sense
Priced at 33 00

1MNTPS
SAVE
15% to 2096

Black Wine or Brown

OPEN FRIDAY
UNTIL 830 PM
MURRAY
PADUCAH
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Planned
W„ Seminar
.:

Ryan, Rigsby, Muehleman
'Thompson To Be Speakers
business
operations
(management through
clerical ) will be held on
Saturday, Sept. 29, on the
can'pus of Murray State
University, and is being
sponsored by the Murray
Chapter of The National
Secretaries Association
(International)
Topics for discussion are
coosidered to be areas which
will have a tremendous impact on the world of business
Another courtesy extended during the next decade and
include:
to Mrs. Roger Hendon, the
— "Today's Job Market,"
former Renee Thompson,
conducted by Dr. LaVerne C.
before her recent marriage,
Ryan, Asst. Prof. of Business
was a bridal shower held at
Education
and
Office
the Community Room of the
Administration and CoorFederal Savings and Loan,
(linator of the CPS Review
Seventh and Main Streets,
Courses and Examination
Murray, on Friday evening.
Center at Murray State, who
Aug. 24.
has conducted interviews and
The hostesses for the bridal
on-the-job observations in
occasion were Mesdames
sonic 40 businesses (large and
Clifford Farris, Ed Hendon,
siiiall) from coast to coast.
Hubert Pittman, Jamie
— "Media Advertising," by
Harrell, Hardeman Hendon.
Jae r)Rigsby, Asst. Prof. of
Gene Hendon, Keys Farris,
Journalism. and Graphic Art
and W.D. Mccuiston.
Design at Murray State since
The honoree, her mother,
-1977, after 26 years with DoeMrs. Bobby Joe Lee, and her
Anderwon, a lAnnsville-based
mother-in-law, Mrs. Dorsey
advertising agency, where he
Hendon, were presented
corsages of yellow silk roses was, at the time of retirement,
senior vice-president, a major
by the hostesses.
Refreshments of cake, stockholder and director of the
punch, nuts, and mints were corporation.
— "Conquering Stress," by
served.
Fifty-five persons were Dr. J. Thomas Muehleman,
Assoc. Prof. of Psychology
present or sent gifts.
Director
of
the
and
Psychological Center at
HOSPITAL NEWS I Murray State, who has worked
in professional service in the
9-2-79
consultation,
forms • of
No Newborn Admissions
psychological evaluation and
Dismissals
Mariann Tilford, 203 N. 16th, psychotherapy, and has been
Murray, Mrs. Rebecca A.
Graham, 27 Riveria Ct.,
Down Concord ir cn
Murray, Esther M.Tripp, Apt.
1, Lynn Grove, Mrs. Debby E.
McNutt and Baby Girl, 1902
Sherry Lane, Murray, Jack L.
Stock, Rt. 5 Ross Rd.,
Clarksville, Tenn., Ricky K.
Miller, Rt. 2 Bx. 18, Murray,
Mrs. Dora L. Gansner, 214
Bell Ave., Paris, Tenn., Mrs.
By Estelle Spiceland
Sharon K. Townsend, 802
People continue to urge me
Sharpe, Murray, Misty D. to write while I am an invalid,
Wilson, Hardin, Jessica M. although Dr. Miller warned
Redden, Rt. 1, Benton, Robert me not to be an invalid. So
I
H. Kelso, Bx. 13, Lynn Grove, am trying to keep house now,
Jerry D. Tucker, Rt. 1, but at a srlail's pace.
Kirksey, Mrs. Inez Waggener,
But conquerors like Mrs.
209 S. 16th, Murray.
Eunice Miller, an arthritic
victim once, Mrs. Estelle
9-3-79
Outland, and Mrs. Cammie
Newborn Admission
Lovins, who has worn more
Burton, Baby Boy (Ruby).
casts than the average, and so
603 Bonita Dr., Fulton.
many other brave ones have
Dismissals
.encouraged me to keep going.
Mrs. Myrtle E. Parrish, Rt.
Never will be forgotten, the
2, Hazel, Mrs. Gloria J.
Workmans who visited the
Hutchens and Baby Girl, 405
Murray Convalescent Home
College Ct., Murray, Mrs.
every evening cheering
Sharon G. Gossum and Baby
patients as they passed by
Girl, Rt. 3 Bx. 94A, Benton,
doorways as Susie Workman
Mrs. Charolette Lowe and
visited her helpless mother.
Baby Boy, 211 Atkins Dr..
But Susie went before her
Paris, Tenn., Mrs. Donna K.
mother, leaving more friends
Orr And Baby Girl, Rt. 2 Bx.
than she ever realized she had
264D, Murray, Ronnie D.
made.
Beane, Rt. 1, Farmington,
Several Murray stores on
Lacy R. Boren Sr., Rt. 2 Bx. their street have
lost valuable
203, Indian Mound. Tenn., citizens—B
oody Russell,
Mrs. Shannon L. Elkins, Bx. Laverne Wallis,
Mr. and Mrs.
51, Hardin, Ronald J. Burton, Jeffrey both
ill, and Susie
Rt. 1 Bx. 131, Puryear, Tenn., gone.
Other faces from other
L. G. Pea, Rt. 1, Farmington, stores
are missing too.
Presson,
Bx.
Rt.
Alta
Mrs.
6
V.
But after spending time in
10, Murray, Mrs. Wilma M. hospitals
and convalescent
Kirks, 1309 Main, Murray, home, death seems
a blessed
Mrs. Rubie P. Fulcher, 807 release from hopeless
conHurt, Murray, Thomas W. finement and suffering
here.
Paschall, Rt. 2, Paris, Tenn..
Congratulations to two dear
Mrs. Mary Nell Paschall, Rt. ladies. Mrs. Sally Spiceland
2, Paris, Tenn., Era Miller, 718 and Mrs. Mary Wisehart,
who
Sycamore, Murray. Mrs. Rosa recently celebrated
their 88th
Mulberry,
N. Moss, 1111
birthdays, and both keep
Murray, Mrs. Louise E. Sanhouse.
som, Rt. 2, Puryear, Tenn.,
The old song, "There's No
Mrs. Lottie R. Garner,. 719 Place Like Home," still holds
Riley Ct., Murray.
true.
The Durwood Edwards who
BUZZED HOME
PEMBROKE, Mass. (AP) celebrated their 50th wedding
— A golderihumble bee which anniversary on a recent
had been kidnapped was found Sunday at their home which
and brought home on the roof had been the home of Durwood's grandparents, and has
of a police cruiser.
The bee is actually a metal since been modernized and
ornament which has adorned beautified, perhaps enjoyed
the cupola of a library here this perfect reunion day with
since 1975. It is 47 inches long their many friends and
and 47 inches wide and weighs relatives more than any day
before
46 pounds.
The police said the bee had
Louis XIV is said never to
been stolen, apparently as a have washed himself with
prank.
water.
"Smooth Sailing Through
the Eighties." a professional
office personnel workshop
designed to broaden and
strenghten the effectiveness of
office personnel in all levels of

Mrs. Hendon
Is Honored
At Shower
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HEALTH

Special Information
Given, Credit Bureau

Concern about obstruction
Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.

By LOU ISS COOK
Associated Press Writer
How good a credit risk are
you?
extensively involved in many
The answer to that question
research and professional
is becoming more and more
activities.
important
in
today's
— "Communicating
"chargeit" society, and it can
Without Words," by Dr. depend largely on the kind of
James
T.
Thompson, record you have built with one
Chairman of the Department
of the more than 2,000 credit
of Educational Media at the
bureaus across the country.
University of South Alabama,
Credit bureaus collect inwho was born in Belfast, formation
about
the
Northern Ireland and received
borrowing and bill-paying
his early education there. He
habits of millions of conis continually in demand for
sumers. The bureaus themhis presentations in the field of
selves do not rate your creditcommunication
and
worthiness; they simply
educational technology, forward the information
to the
particularly in the area of
people who do.
human communication.
Here are some questions
Registration
for
the
and answers about credit
workshop will begin at 8:30
bureaus:
a.m., in the second floor foyer
Q. What type of information
of Faculty Hall, with three is involved?
one-hour sessions I Today's
A. A credit bureau file
Job Market, Media Adver- contains your
name, address,
tising and Conquering Stress) Social
Security number and
being
conducted, birth
date. It also may insimultaneously, beginning at clude:
your
employer,
9:15 a.m. Following a coffee
position and income; your
break, the three sessions will former address;
your former
be repeated at 10:45 a.in.
employer; your spouse's
The
general
session
name, Social Security num(Communicating
Without
ber, employer and income; an
Words) is scheduled to begin
indication of whether you own
at 1:30 p.m., and will conclude
or rent your home; and your
by 3:00 O'Clock.
tetord of repaying previous
The registration fee is $17.00
debts. Each inquiry the
per person and covers the
bureau gets about you will be
entire day's activities, inrecorded. If you have been
cluding a luncheon.
refused credit, the refusal will
Registrations will be acbe noted.
cepted through Monday, Sept.
24, and anyone interested in
ART OBJECTS
LOS ANGELES (AP) —
obtaining registration forms,
or more information con- Thirty-eight Far Eastern art
cerning the workshop can objects from the collection of
museum trustee Eric Lidow
write to:
Doris
Rowland, CPS, and Mrs. Lidow, together with
Peoples Bank, Murray, Ky., works they have donated to
the museum in recent years.
42071, or call 502-753-3231.
are on view at the Los Angeles
County Museum of Art
through Jan. 6, 1980.
Highlights of the show include a group of Chinese
bronze ritual vessels dating
from the Shang (1500-1028
B.C.) and Chou (1027-222 B.C.
dynasties.

Retired Minister Honored
By Family, 91st Birthday

Welcome To

PA

Q. Where do they get the
information?
A. Indirectly, you provide it.
Banks, retailers and other
credit-granters regularly
report to credit bureaus. When
you fill in an application for a
loan or a credit card, the information is sent to a credit
bureau. Each time you make a
payment, another report is
sent in. Credit bureaus also
check court and other public
records for information on
divorces, bankruptcies, tax
liens and lawsuits.
Q. Will they question my
neighbors?
A. No. Credit bureaus are
not interested in your personal
habits — only your financial
ones.
Q. How long does the information stay in my record?
A. Most kinds of information
can be reported for seven
years. A bankruptcy will
remain on file for 14 years.
Q. Who can get my record?
A. The report can be issued
only to someone who has
proper identification and who
is going to use it for an approved purpose as defined by
law.
Q. Can I see my report?
A. Yes. You have the right to
know what your file contains.
The credit bureau also has to
tell you the names of people
who have received employment records on you in the
past two years and of people
who have received credit
reports on you in the past six
months. You may be charged
a small fee.
Q. What if there is a mistake
in my file?
A. Tell the credit bureau. It
must investigate and remove
or modify incorrect information. If the investigation
does not settle the dispute to
your satisfaction, you may
enter a statement of 100 words
or less in your file explaining
your position. This statement
must be included in reports
the bureau sends out about
you.

DEAR DR LAMB --- Would
you please send me sonic
information on hiatal hernia I
have a friend who is supposed
to have one He can't have a
meal without getting up to
release some of the pressure
Sometimes it's so bad he eats
very little and goes directly to
the bathroom to throw part of
it up and then he comes back
to eat some more. Its especially bad when he's not feeling well
He works seven days a
week and long hours which
gives him very little rest so
he's always in a rundown
condition. He has lost 35 to 40
pounds in six months and I'm
worried it could be something
else When a doctor is men-

tioned he always says there
isn't time
Could you tell me what kind
of food he should eat and what
he should stay away from He
lives alone and doesn't fix
proper food but I'm sure he
will try if it conies from you
Could it be a rupture that
causes this discomfort' Many
times he will have to get up at
night to relieve himself and he
says'it's an air lock.
DEAR READER - I wish
there was an address on your
letterhead because your
friend should go see a doctor
at once Those are not the usual symptoms of a !natal
hernia
Your letter sounds like

Spicy Dish Recipe Given
To Eat, Meatless Supper
By CECILY BROWNSTONE
AP Food Editor

jar); top with half the cheese.
Repeat layers. Bake in a
preheated 350-degree oven
MEATLESS SUPPER
until. bubbling hot and cheese
Pasta
Tomato Eggplant has —melted — about 20
Salad Bowl
Bread Sticks minutes. Makes 6 rich and
Fresh Fruit
Beverage savory accompaniments for
TOMATO EGGPLANT
plain boiled pasta.
If you enjoy a spicy dish to
accompany plain pasta, here
it is.
Two eggplants (/
1
2-pound
each, unpeeled and
sliced
/
1
2-inch thick
Salt and pepper to taste
NEW YORK ( AP — Single
1 tablespoon tor more) all- parents
say they are generally
purpose flour
happy and consider themone-third cup olive oil
selves interesting people, but
151
/
2-ounce jar meatless also would like
to remarry
marinara sauce
someday, according to a new
/
1
2 pound cheddar cheese, survey.
coarsely shredded
On one hand, the single
Sprinkle eggplant with salt parents say
they like having
and pepper; dip in flour so the freedom
to run their own
eggplant is very lightly lives, but
some also said they
coated. In a 12-inch skillet in are lonely
and lack adult
the hot olive oil, fry eggplant, companionsh
ip. The survey of
in single layers, until golden- more
than 760 single parents
brown on both sides. Arrange was
commissioned by Time
half the eggplant in an oblong Out Institute,
a group founded
2-quart 1113,4 by 71
/
2 by lai two years ago by Kentucky
inches) baking dish; spread Fried
Chicken to study the
with half the marinara sauce changing
-role of American
just as it comes from the women.

Single Parents Say
Generally Happy

you're describing an obstruction to the normal passage of
food into the stomach That
could be because he's had an
old hiatal hernia and the acid
contents of his stomach have
irritated the lower part of the
esophagus, ultimately causing
scarring and obstruction But
no one can tell that without a
erd
iane
fulceaxar
calrem
ation
for fear he
or
vecaannobstructioe
n
cmight have
cancer
some
other serious problem Certainly that much weight loss
with those symptoms requires
immediate examination Anyone who has difficulty swallowing or retaining the food
they have eaten must be examined immediately
There is a rare medical
condition of spasm and
obstruction of the lower part
of the esophagus that prevents
passage of food This can be
due to scarring but there's too
big a risk that it could be
something more serious and
whatever the condition is. it
shoiud,ab
tLtrheaavte
edse
sent you The
Health Letter number 4-8 on
Hiatal Hernia if you had
included your address Other
readers who want this issue
can send 75 cents in check or
coin with a long, stamped.
self-addressed envelope for it
Send your request to me. in
care Of thit newspaper.'P0
Box 1551, Radio City Station,
New York, NY 10019
Many people who have a
small hiatal hernia have no
symptoms at all Most of
them do deserve at least some
intelligent management such
as change in life style to prevent the possibility of developing scarring and obstruction in the lower part of the
esophagus
Although I do not know
what your friend has, and no
one can tell without an examination, it is true that people
who have a hernia of a portion
of the stomach through a hole
in the diaphragm are most
prone to trouble while lying
down The hernia affects the
closure mechanism between
the esophagus and stomach
and if the stomach is full, its
contents tend to leak into the
esophagus That is why propping up the head of the bed in
such cases helps
wan.

Bro. Herbert Lax, a well
known and beloved retired
Methodist
minister,
celebrated his 91st birthday at
Reidland Community House
with his wife and some
relatives, although many of
his relatives are now gone.
Congratulations
to
newlyweds, Mr. and Mrs.
Raymond McCuiston, who
recently were married by
Minister Ed Davis in the New
Concord Church of Christ
where they now attend.
Many people have been
vacationing in Calloway. Only
the Lloyd Spicelands of
Dearborn, Mich., hardly
vacationed for they stayed at
her old Harris homeplace and
had a well dug and bathroom
installed.
The Robert Hicks of
Michigan, visiting the Clyde
Spicelands at the former
Turnbow place, had a new roof
put on the home and a concrete driveway poured.
Otis Lovins' daughter's
family, the Gannons of
Colorado Springs, while
visiting here on the way to
Milwaukee where Andy, 18,
will enter school on a four
years' scholarship, saw one
unforgettable sight here.
Coming from Murray, a
mother deer came out of the
woods, looking backwards
toward her twin baby deer
tottering toward her. Hope a
hunter did not spot her.
The old home of the late Ed
Lovins is being occupied by a
couple looking for rustic
country life.
New Mt. Carmel Baptist
church had a dinner there
after church recently. After
church services, singing was
by the Poplar Spring Church
Choir and the McClure Kings
Sons. But one faithful member, John Bucy, was absent
who has had open heart
surgery the second time in a
Nashville hospital.
Mrs. Don McClure of New
Mt. Carmel has organized an
Acteen group of youngsters to
visit the sick and shutins.
Many churches of different
faiths have been nice to me.
Maud Nance, after years of
fame as an antique collector,
has sold her stock to a
Clarksville dealer.
There comes a time in our
lives when instead of trying to
collect and pile things up, we
recall Ecclesiastes 3—"A time
to get, and a time to lose, a
time to keep, and a time to
cast away."
When illness comes, it's
time to cast away.
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JUNIOR SHIRTS
Famous maker Junior shirts.
Pretty prints, stripes
and colors. Reg.

1499

799

BELTED PANTS
Polyester gabardine
Jr. & Missy pants with
fancy belts. Reg. 19
"

n99

FASHION BIG TOPS

MISSY & JR. SWEATERS

Top off all your skirts & pants
with stylish Jr & Missy 899

Many styles of Missy

Junior pullover

sweaters

big tops. Reg.

sweaters 099

Reg. 22"

1599

• FASHION SKIRTS
This season's latest style belted
Jr. & Missy fashion
999
skirts. Reg. 1899

Central Shopping Center Murray, Ky

699 Reg. 22"0

DENIM JEANS
Straight leg & modified
flare with back acket
treatment.

Reg. 199'
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The Auto
Settlement
The settlement between
General Motors and 4W1idied
Auto Workers is good and bad
news: good in that it avoids a
strike which would have
deepened the economic downturn; bad in that it will add to
inflationary pressures.
Auto workers, already
among the highest paid in
American industry, will get
wage increases totaling 34 percent over the three-year contract period, bringing their
hourly rate to more than $12.
The increase could go even
higher, through a cost-of-living
escalator, if the national inflation rate exceeds the 8 percent a year anticipated in the
contract.
The contract provides substantial increases in pensions of
retired workers who were being
squeezed by inflation, and it
provides increased benefits for
those who will retire in the
future.
It brings the auto industry
closer to the four-day week that
the UAW has set as a long
range goal, by increasing the
number of personal holidays
for workers from 12 to 26 over
the three years. Taking into account national holidays and
vacations, employees will be
working about 10 months out of
12.
The settlement could be additional bad news for the ailing
Chrysler Corp., the weak sister
of the Big Three auto makers,
unless the UAW agrees to
lesser increases for its
workers.
The agreement's inflationary
impact has to be measured, of
course, against the economic
damage that might have been

inflicted by a prolonged strike
A shutdown in the giant auto industry would have deepened
the recession that economists
say the country is in and it
would have sharply increased
unemployment.
A strike might also have had
serious impact on the auto industry itself. Car sales have
suffered a sharp decline in
recent months and it may not
be easy for the industry to get
out of the doldrums,strike or no
strike.
Consumers naturally will
pick up the tab for the settlement by paying more for
cars and trucks. The peaceful
settlement may be, as the Carter administration's inflation
fighter Alfred Kahn said,"good
news for the economy in the
shortrun."
But Kahn seemed to have
reservations about it for the
long run, as we do. It's going to
make the fight against the
economy's insidious enemy, inflation, all the more difficult.
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Looking Back
10 Years Ago
Ralph A. Tesseneer, Ernest W.
Williams, and Timothy W. Morgan are
pictured as they receive checks for $250
each for the first semester's payment of
their $500 Murray State University
Alumni Association scholarships from
Dr. Harry M. Sparks, president of
MSU, and Barkley Jones, Mayfield,
president of the Alumni Association.
David R. Graham has been promoted
to Spcialist Fifth Class while serving as
personnel specialist for the Adjutant
Genera Section of the Third Infantry
Division in Germany. He is the son of

Mr. and Mrs. Ryan Graham of Murray
Route 2.
Miss Linda Kay Harris, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Harris, Murray,
was married to Larry Lee Gilmore, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Don Gilmore, Paducah,
on Aug. 30 at the First Baptist Church,
Murray.
Bill Threet is serving as minister of
the Seventh and Poplar Church of
Christ
The Murray High School Tigers lost
to Mayfield 14 to 8 in a football game at
the War Memorial Stadium, Mayfield,
last night.

20 Years Ago
The Rev. Billy G. Hurt,son of Mr. and
Mrs. Wilburn H. Hurt of Murray, is
studying for his Doctor of Divinity
degree at the Southern Baptist
Theological Seminary, Louisville,
where he is attending on a fellowship in
the Old Testament Department with
Dr. Francisco as department head.
Rev. Hurt is also the pastor of the
Scott's Grove Baptist Church, Murray.
Murray College High will have its
second annual band night on Sept. 22 in
the music room of the school. Special
music will be presented by the Mixed
Chorus composed of 98 voices.
Gokiia McKeel Curd, state manager
of the Woodmen Circle and president of
the Kentucky Fraternal Congress, will
be the Kentucky delegate at the

Fraternal
National
Congress,
Philadelphia, Pa., opening today.
Elected as officers of the senior class
of Kiritsey High School were Nancy
Bazzell, Jerry Key, Sandra Bedwell,
Prentice Tucker, and Charlotte
Garland. Annual staff members will
include Lorna Ross, Anita Brandon,
and Tucker.
Births reported at the Murray
Hospital include a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Malcolm Meadows, a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Delroy Melton, a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Gus Gamble, and a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Billy Mitcherson.
The Murray High School Tigers lost
to Morganfield 20 to 13 in a football
game.

30 Years Ago
The 18 members of the local
American Legion Junior Baseball
Team will be honored Sept. 24 when the
entire squad will be presented with
bronze medals. Coaches and managers
are Jim Pearce, Thomas Bell, and Billy
Parker. The team is sponsored by the
Ford Motore Company and American
Legion Post 73.
The Dairy Judging Team of the Hazel
Chapter of the Future Farmers of
America, composed of Norman Mathis,
Joe Hal Stark, James Phillips, and H
M. Lawrence, placed 38th in a contest
with 83 other tearns,at the Kentucky
Fair at Louisville.
Deaths reported include C. 0.
Decker, 76.
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Ralph Riley on Sept. 13, a boy
to Mr and Mrs. Darrel Ritchhart on

Sept. 13, a girl to 14r. and Mrs. George
Hicks on Sept. 13, and a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Arlon P. Tyler on Sept. 15.
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Thomas attended the Cardinal Baseball games in
St. Louis, Mo., over the weekend.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is
"The Lady Gamblers" starring Barbara Stanwyck, Robert Preston, and
Stephen McNally.

Bible Thought
Cursed be the man that trusteth in
in man, and maketh flesh his arm, and
whose heart departeth from the Lord.
Jeremiah 17:5
Any man who placeS his trust in
another man can only have a man to
look to when eternity comes God is
the cod of eternity and He will look
to Christ

/
/

Garrott's Galley

By M.C.Garrott
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No One Had To Ask Ted Sanford
To Play 'Ragtime Cowboy Joe
(This is the second in a series of
columns about Ted Sanford, the late
Kentucky commissioner of high school
athletics and a member of the Kentucky Athletic Hall of Fame, as
remembered by some of his Murray
friends. )
+++
Retired Murray High School football
coach Preston (Ty) Holland, who
played football at Murray State Normal
School when Mr. Sanford was the
assistant coach and who in 1930 went to
Murray High as football coach when he
was principal there, recalled how much
the late commissioner enjoyed playing
the piano and singing.
His favorite number was 'Ragtime
Cowboy Joe'," he laughed, "and you
didn't have to ask him to get him to play
it.
"Yeah," Jack Gardner added.
"When I enrolled at Murray State,
Nelle played the piano for the chapel
meetings in the administration building
(now Wrather Hall) and whenever she
would get up, Ted would sit down at the
piano and play and sing."
Nelle is the former Nelle Howard of
Benton and a cousin of Auburn Wells.
She is pictured in the 1925 Murray
yearbook as the most attractive girl on
the campus. She later became Mrs.
Sanford.
Solon (Sodie ) Hale, a retired Navy
officer now with the Financial Aid
Office at Murray State, was a small boy
when Mr. and Mrs. Sanford, as
newlyweds, rented an upstairs apartment at the home of his mother, Mrs.
II

Capitol Ideas

Solon Higgins on Olive.
He recalls the difficult time they had
getting Mr. Sanford's grand piano
around a 90-degree turn in the stairwelL
''They had to tear out a whole section of
the wall to do it," he said.
His friends also recalled how Mr.
Sanford organized a musical group
which would meet and play regularly in
the back of the old Holland de Hart drug
store on the east side of the square.
Calling themselves the "Holland-Hart
Hard-hearted Harmonizers," they
would sit around the store's pot bellied
stove and play harmonicas, juice
harps, banjos, spoons, paper and combs
and the like.
They soon had people phoning in
requests which they would play while
the caller would listen on the phone.
The operator got to hooking up others
until at times there were 20 to 30 parties
on the line listening to their music. "It
was sort of a forerunner of the radio
networks we know today," Ty
chuckled, "except you had to have a
phone and be plugged in to hear it."
The 1924 football team, incidentally,
had its "dressing room" on the third
floor of the same building while
practicing and playing on a field near
the railroad station.
+++
From Murray, Mr. Sanford went to
Danville as principal and then to
became
he
where
Carrollton
superintendent of the city schools and
part-time secretary of the state high
By DONALD M.ROTEBERG
Associated Press Writer

Kennedy Quips
WASHINGTON (AP) — Sen. Edward
M. Kennedy, D-Mass., is the talk of the
Capitol and the inspiration for the latest
political one-liner.
Sen. Bob Dole, the Kansas
Republican with presidential ambitions
of his own, told a business group: "I
want to announce that my wife and
mother have no objection to my running
for president."
"1 have a personal statement," Rep
Jim Wright of Texas, the House
Democratic leader, told the Women's
Democratic Club. "I'd like to say that
my mother and my wife do not mind of I
run for reelection."
Later, Wright told reporters. Of
course, my mother is dead, but she
wouldn't mind."
And on it goes.
"rve talked to my wife and mother
and they don't object to my running
again," Rep. John Brademas, D-Ind
told reporters.
The question on everyone's mind is
will Kennedy run for president or won't
he?
It's so much on the minds of Kernedy's colleagues in Congress that
nearly every day someone else slips
like Sen. Max Baucus, 13-Mont, did last
week.
Responding to Kennedy on the Senate
floor, Baucus said, "The president is
correct." Then after a pause, "The
senator is correct."
And, Sen. Henry M. Jackson, 1}
Wash., replying to reporters said, "I
haven't said I'm supporting President
Kennedy."
Two reporters were standing in
Capitol hallway, when Kennedy slipped
up behind them and whispered: "Hey,

what do you hear? Is he running?"

-1

school athletic association.
It was a well-known fact, however,
that "Miss Nelle" did about 90 percent
of the office work at home.
From Carrollton, he went to Henderson as city schools superintendent
and lived there until named full-time
commissioner of Kentucky's high
school athletics in 1947. "He wanted to
run the office from his home in Henderson," recalled Dr. Donald E. Jones,
dean of extended education at Murray
State and a student of Mr. Sanford's at
Henderson, "but the directors told him
he would have to move to Lexington or
else — and he did."
As commissioner, Mr. Sanford often
was forced to make decisions which
highly prejudiced coaches and fans
didn't like, but he was never known to
treat anyone unfairly.
By nature, he cherished the goodwill
of all, but he was fair and firm in
discharging his official responsibilities.
He always made it a practice to
befriend any critic as soon as possible
after an incident to regain and develop
even more that individual's friendship.
It was he who up-graded Kentucky's
high school athletic standards — insisting that players be eligible in both
their studies and in age in order to
compete. Some had been playing until
they were 25 years old. He also
upgraded the officiating with clinics
and a license program for officials.
+++
Next Tuesday, we'll recall how Mr.
Sanford took over the state basketball
tournament and made it an expensepaying proposition.

Today In HistoryBy The Associated Press
Today Ls Thursday,Sept. 20, the 263rd
day of 1979. There are 102 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1519, the Portuguese
navigator, Ferdinand Magellan, set out
from Spain on a voyage to find a
western passage to the Indies. One of
his ships eventually circled the world.
On this date:
In 480 B.C., the Greeks defeated the
Persians in a decisive naval
engagement, the Battle of Salamis in
the Aegean Sea.
In 1881, Chester Arthur took the oath
as the 21st President of the United
States after the death of President
James Garfield, who was shot by an
assassin in July.
In 1938, a hurricane swept over parts
of New Jersey, New York and New
England, taking nearly 700 lives.
In 1973, the British-French supersonic airliner, Concorde, made its first
landing in the U.S. at the dedication of
the Dallas-Fort Worth International
Airport.
In 1977, Vietnam was admitted to the
United Nations.
Ten years ago: A Vietnamese airliner
and an American Air Force jet collided
over South .Vietnam, killing 64 Vietnamese.
Five years ago: The estimated death
toll was put at 8,000 in northern Honduras as Hurricane Fifi lashed the
Central American country.
One year ago: South Africa's Prime
Minister John Vorster announced his
resignation without giving a reason.
Today's birthdays: Actress Sophia
Loren is 45. Fashion designer James
GaLsnos is 55.
Thought for today: I like to see a man
proud of the place in which he lives. I
like to see a man who lives in it so that
his place will be proud of him —
President Abraham Lincoln, 1809-1865.
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The preoccupation with Kennedy was
making things difficult for others.
Sen. Howard H. Baker Jr. of Tennessee, who's running hard for the
Republican presidential nomination,
called a news conference to announce
the support of two of his Senate
colleagues.
But most of the questions dealt with
Kennedy.
At one point, Sen. John Chafee, RR.I., said he thought Baker was "the
type of candidate who could carry all
the New England states."
Which prompted the inevitable
question:
"Do you think Sen. Baker could carry
Massachusetts in a race against Sen.
Kennedy?"
"It would be touch and go," replied
Chafee, drawing laughs from everyone
— including Baker.
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A Fashion Show held at the Opera House, perhaps the first of
its kind ever held in the county, was generously attended where
music was provided by Luther Parker and His Family Band in addition to the Murray Concert Band.
Murray Concert Band had a sharp competitor in the Almo Brass
Band which performed at the two day racing meeting in Mayfield.
The Almo music makers were Prof. G. C. Dean, J. I. Linn, J. M.
Imes, W. E. Gilbert, Carlos Roberts, Keys Futrell, Byron Belcher,
Leslie Leon Veal, Hardy Hatcher, Burie Cooper, Uric Russell and
Earl Melton of Mayfield on the snare drums.
Perhaps the first observance of its kind, at leat in magnitude,
was the Washington's Birthday parade conducted by Murray High
School with more than 500 students participating. A huge crowd
of Fourth Monday visitors witnessed the gala outpouring. Probably
not a birthday cake but the appearance of a Hercules motor car on
the streets of Murray was a source of excitement. The car was
manufactured by the Louisville Wagon Works.
Parades, encampments, brass bands and lyceums were highlights to a weary people, but happy to be offered relief from most
extenuating circumstances in 1915. This was the year that brought
an end to the Tobacco Planters Protective Association. Despite
the tragic consequences erupting within and without the union for
eight years, the Association was given credit for virtually doubling
tobacco prices. Nonetheless, it was unable to sufficiently corner the
dark leaf market to the extent of effective control of market conditions. When the Association failed to enroll 185,000 acres of pledged
tobacco in 1915, it released all growers from existing contracts and
concluded its operation as an organization.
In another business organization departure, the telegraph station
at the depot was discontinued. A sad note.,was sounded upon the
announcement of the death of Goebel Holland, a fine member of
Murray Troop 1, Boy Scouts of America, the first member of that
great American youth organization

to die in Calloway County.

To Be Continued
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"Hopkins School Board Is Picketed
In Effort To Oust Dalton Teacher
MADISoNVILLE, Ky.,
1AP I — Dalton area residents
are walking picket lines in
front of the Hopkins County
Board of Education as part of
an effort to oust a Dalton
teacher.
The residents claim the
school board has taken no
action on their request that a
„junior high school teacher be
suspended for what they call
,immoral conduct.
The parents said the matter
.has been the subject of two
closed sessions between the

school board and its attorney.
No action has been taken on
the request during the board's
open sessions.
The teacher was not identified publicly.
About 15 residents picketed
the
board's
office
in
Madisonville on Wednesday.
Two
board
members
responded by saying the
matter is still under investigation.
"I think we have done
everything that a concerned

.,

con- rnunity
could
have
possibly done to get our point
across to them," said the Rev.
Eugene
McKnight,
a
spokesman for the Dalton
group. "They've just refused
to hear us."The minister said
the group has worked with the
board and their lawyer in an
effort to settle the dispute
quietly.
He said the parents decided
to picket the county office
after the board failed to make
a ruling at its meeting Monday
night.

LERMANS

Nectarine Tabbouleh A Delicious
Combination That Is Very Versatile
By CECILY BROWNSTONE
AP Food Editor
You may feel as we do:
September is the month to try
those nectarine dishes you
didn't get around to during the
summer. For in September
this lovely fruit, although still
plentiful, nears the end of its
season. In October, supplies
are light.
• So what new nectarine
NECTARINE TABBOI:LEH — A new and
delicious recipe do we offer you? A
combination that may be served as a first course,
a marvelous one. Tabbouleh
main-dish salad or a main-dish accompaniment.
made with the fruit. If you
already dote on Tabbouleh —
the Middle East combination
of bulgur and other good
things — chances are you'll be
delighted with this version. If
you haven't yet become addicted to Tabbouleh, you may
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LAKE CITY, Ky. (AP) — which runs from Chattanooga,
Madison said consultants
Kentucky's taxpayers— not to Tenn., to the St. Louis area.
found no record of an earmention the Bureau of HighInstead, it has cost the most thquake in
the bridge area,
ways — are feeling the af- and has taken more than three
although the 1811-12 quakes
tershocks of an earthquake times the allotted time to
caused the Mississippi River
believed to have hit the state build.
to run backward and formed
early in the last,kury or
The bridge is just 1,731 feet Reelfoot
Lake in West Teneven earlier.
long, a length which doesn't nessee about
60 miles west of
Engineers cite jumbled even require suspension arthe site.
rock, believed to be the resk#41---ches. But the 6,000-foot 1-24
But he said the troubling
of a severe earth disturbance, Ohio River bridge at Paducah
rock is now considered to be
as the main reason the had a lower contract price — the
sure sign of a severe earth
Interst,241irid e over e $18.5 million — when it was
guroin the late 1960s.
Kentucky is costing $6 million
And the 2,300-foot Tennessee
to $8 million more than ex- River bridge of 1-24 about two
pected.
miles west of the Cumberland
Bureau of Highway of- River bridge cost $13.5 million
ficials, who have come up with and has a giant suspension
FRANKFORT, Ky. AP)
the earthquake theory, said arch 520 feet long.
Wednesday that it was known
The substructure of the John Stanley Palmore Sr.,
that the bridge site was in the Cumberland bridge, where father of Kentucky Supreme
Madrid Fault, which brought builders encountered the Court Chief Justice John S.
disaster to the Missouri- problems with the un- Palmore Jr. of Frankfort, died
Kentucky area in a series of predictable rocks, was sup- Saturday in Tampa, Fla. He
shocks in 1811-1812.
pled to cost $4.5 million in the was 91.
Palmore, a native of PerBut the officials said con- original contract.
sulting engineers did not
That part of the bridge, sirnon in Monroe County, was
expect the rocks still to be which consists of piers rooted for many years a federal
jumbled and shifty and to to solid rock, wound up costing revenue agent in Kentucky
present an obstacle to digging more than $11 million, ac- and Tennessee, working with
alcohol
tax
holes for bridge pier supports. cording to Tom Madison, an the
unit
The oversight has sent the assistant engineer in charge of headquartered in Louisville.
He also served as an encost of the bridge soaring, and construction.
the price tag probably will
Because- of the pier- forcement officer for the
approach $21.5 million by its foundation trouble, the Tennessee revenue departexpected completion around superstructure contract was ment at Nashville.
He later entered the
Dec. 1.
delayed several years. And
The bridge was supposed to the eventual bid of $10 million cemetary business in Nashcost less than any'other major reflects an estimated $2 ville and Florida.
Palmore
was
buried
river bridges on the interstate. million in inflation costs.
Tuesday.

be curious to try this rendition.
NECTARINE TABBOULEH
I cup fine bulgur Iparboiled,
dried and cracked wheatl
14 cups boiling water
11'4 teaspoons salt
L. cup finely chopped
scallion
4 cup finely diced seeded
tomato
k4 cup minced parsley
3 tablespoons lemon juice
lia teaspoons dried mint,
finely crumbled
42 teaspoon dried basil,
finely crumbled
48 teaspoon white pepper
11,-2 cups diced firm-ripe
nectarines
1 tablespoon olive oil
1.ettuce

Garnish: sliced
nectarines, lemon wedges,cherry
tomatoes, parsley
In a meditun bowl pour
boiling water over bulgur and
3,4 teaspoon of the salt; stir
lightly; let stand uncovered
until cold and the water has
been absorbed. Add scallion,
tomato, parsley, lemon juice,
mint, basil, remaining salt
and the pepper. Cover and
chill. Shortly before serving,
add diced nectarine and olive
oil; mix lightly. Serve on
lettuce and garnish with the
sliced nectarines, lemon
wedges, cherry tomatoes and
parsley. Makes 4k-i cups.
Serve as a first course, a
maindish salad or as an accompaniment to a main dish.
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State Universities Get Building Project Warning
By HERBERT SPARROW
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) —
State-supported universities
have received a warning
about the future of campus
building projects in Kentucky.
"We have got to make it
clear that we are beginning a
new era in construction for
higher education," Louisville
attorney Lawrence Forgy said
Wednesday.
Ed Prichard of Frankfort
echoed Forgy's sentiments,
saying that with competing
priorities and uncertain
financial resources, capital
construction may have to take
a back seat to such things as
inflation and increased faculty
salaries.
Forgy and Prichard are

members of the capital
construction subcommittee of
the Council on Higher
Education; which voted
Wednesday to recommend to
the full council that it not
recommend state funds to pay
the debt service on capital
construction revenue bonds at
three universities.
With Forgy saying the
subcommittee was acting with
"a gun at its head," it did
recommend that projects now
under construction at the
University of Louisville, along
with the expansion of a power
plant at Northern Kentucky
University, which is ready for
bid, be approved.
The staff presented a list of
$100.5 million in projects at
Northern Kentucky, U of L
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and the University of Kentucky that would require just
over
million in debt service
over the 1980-82 biennium.
The projects approved will
require about $4 million in
debt service.
Forgy, who has been a
leading opponent of increasing
debt service, pointed out that
the state is entering an un-

New Life Breathed Into
Proposal Of Pay Raise
For Congressmen
By JAY PERKINS
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON AP) — The
House's latest rejection of a
pay raise for members of
Congress and high-level
bureaucrats may not be the
last blow in the battle..
New life was breathed into
the proposal Wednesday
through an oversight by opponents of the pay increase,
even though the House voted
219-191 to kill the measure.
As a result, the bill — which
would add $4,025 a year to the
$57,500 congressmen now get
— remained technically alive
on the House floor and could
t•-•
today if
t.
suppe ers
There was no indication
supporters would attempt to
reverse the vote. But the
possibility existed until
tonight's House adjournment.
To get the bill brought up
again, supporters must find
one opponent willing to ask
that the vote be reconsidered,
a request likely to bring that
congressman under fire from
his constituents.
And then the supporters
must either:
—Find enough new supporters willing to go on record
in favor of a pay raise to
overturn the defeat.
—Or, find opponents who
secretly want the pay raise
but fear political repercussions if they vote for it.
Then, they must persuade
those congressmen that

Fall Harvest of Values
Friday & Saturday Only

Storewide Sale
All Merchandise

precarious
certain and
economic period.
He said it is possible the 1980
Legislature could have no new
revenue to work with in
funding state government for
the next two years and at best,
higher education could expect
only about $25 million in new
money.
Forgy said the $8 million

0/0

Wednesday's vote put them on
record as opposing the pay
raise and persuade them to
stay away from the floor if the
bill is brought up again.
the bill
The reason
remained alive is that no one
asked that a motion to
reconsider the vote be
prohibited, normally a routine
request. As a result, a motion
to reconsider was allowed
until the close of business
today.
TheHouse rejected the
salary increase on a roll call
vote on the legislation to which
the pay raise was attached.
Earlier, the House had
approved, on an unrecorded
156-64 vote, an amendment
that would give a 7 percent
raise to congressmen and
senators and to all federal
judges and bureaucrats
making at least $47,500 a year.
It was the second time this
year the House approved a
raise only to kill it at the last
minute. In June, it accepted
an amendment to increase its
pay by 5.5 percent but then
killed the bill to which the
raise was attached.
rejection
Wednesday's
killed not only the raise, but
also a resolution needed to
provide emergency money for
a variety of federal departments after Oct. I. The House
has not approved the regular
legislation needed to finance
those departments after that
date, the start of the 1980 fiscal
year.
The pay raise amendment
would have appropriated
money to fund an already
scheduled salary increase.
A 1975 law authorizes a costof-living hike of up to 12.9
percent this year for
top
and
legislators
bureaucrats. But no raise can
go into effect unless Congress
appropriates the money to pay
for it. Also the size of any pay
increase depends on the
amount Congress provides.

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP —
Rebecca Hettich, whose 10year-old son died June 3 after
-huffing" fumes from
solvents, went on trial Wednesday inFayette Circuit
Court o/T-6 reckless homicide
charge)
Commonwealth's Attorney
Larry Roberts said Ms.
Hettich, 32, was negligent in
looking after her son, Eric A.
Amburgey. If convicted, she
could be sentenced to prison
for one to five years.
The youth's body was found
in a wooded area near the
apartment complex where he
and Ms. Hettich lived. A
plastic bag covering his face
was found to contain glue,
lighter fluid and paint.
Police say huffing to
become intoxicated is a major
problem among children in
Fayette County.

Settle-Workman
Across. From the Bank of Murra

Fall Harvest Of Values
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Center to properly meet its
programs.
Dennis Taulbee, budget
director at Northern Kentucky
University. said his school's
proposals are not expansions
but only attempts to carry out
the original master plan of the
school adopted several years
ago.
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president for administrative
affairs at UK, said failure to
build the structures could
have serious consequences,
including losing the accreditation of the state's only
college of pharmacy.
Clapp said the other two
buildings are desperately
needed to allow UK's Medical
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OFF
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sideration of the budget.
But we want to make it
clear we don't regard capital
construction as the highest
priority," Prichard said.
The projects approved at
the University of Louisville
are renovation of the Red
Barn, Phase one of the Arts
Complex, renovations of the
student center, Speed School
and Houchens Building, a
library, a railroad overpass,
relocation of the Belknap
Theater, Social Science
Complex One and phase one of
the science complex.
Among the buildings affected by the decision were the
primary care center, medical
research building and a new
pharmacy building at the
University of Kentucky.
vice
Clapp,
Donald

debt service would be a third
of that and would eat into
money for increases in faculty
salaries, which everyone
present agreed is a pressing
need.
The nine state-supported
universities have also asked
for. $36 million in increased
funding just to cover inflation.
Prichard criticized U of L
for "financial razzle dazzle"
in going ahead and selling
bonds in June for $30.9 million
in projects that will require
about $2.5 million in debt
service in the first year of the
biennium.
Prichard said in his motion
that the other projects should
not be approved until the next
governor and the Legislature
have given the council some
direction in their con-
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Big Opponent
Tigers To Meet Highly-Rated Heath Friday
By TONY WILSON
Ledger & Ttmes Sports Edttor

With the Big Two out of the
way, Murray High must
prepare for Friday's invasion
of Heath, which may be the
biggest of them all.
"They were the preseason
pick to win the state tournament in Class AA," says
Murray High coach John
Hina. "So we know how good
they are.
The Tigers have met the

honor to be able to play teams
of the caliber we're facing, but
it's tough to get ready for
them."
Murray High, too, may be
facing a Pirate squad that is
close to peaking. Prior to last
week. Heath had appeared
lackluster in beating Trigg
County just 7-0, then lost 24-7
The strength of teams in to Clarksville, Tenn., Norour district this year is almost thwest seven days later.
unbelievable,
says Nina,
Last week, though, the
whose Tigers are 2-2 after Pirates neatly clipped Fort
back-to-back losses. "It's an Campbell's wings by a 1442
likes of Fort Campbell and
Mayfield the past two weeks,
and their facing Heath at 8
p.m. at Ty Holland Stadium
will mark a three-game
stretch of playing teams that
have, at one time or another,
been ranked first or second in
the state.

Murray High coach John Hina says his team must establish a running game, including that
of Nick Swift ( above), to effectively battle Heath Friday.

margin. And fumbles, which
had numbered 22 in Heath's
previous three games, added
to just one against the
Falcons.
"They certainly should be
the most physical team we've
seen yet," says Hine. "They
have five linemen over 200
pounds and two others just
under that."
Heath's biggest offensive
asset is likely senior running
back Greg Wright, who surpassed the 100-yard mark iri
all but one of the Pirates' four
games. He notched 139 against
Fort Campbell.
Murray High, though,
showed a solid running attack
of its own last week against a
strong Mayfield unit. Of its 160
yards on the ground, 91 came
from junior Tim Foster, who
scored twice on a 67-yard run
and a 62-yard kickoff return.
"After the Fort Campbell
game(a 35-7loss', we decided
we were going to have to
establish a running game for
our passing to be effective,"
said Hine. "And I think we
made some progress in that
direction against Mayfield."
Quarterback Rich Rollins
threw a season-low five passes
against Mayfield, but Hina
says that won't necessarily be
the case against Heath. "We'll
try to go with whatever the
situation dictates. We hope not
to fall behind early, because in
that situation, it's hard not to
pass to try to catch up."
The Pirates, who beat
Murray 20-6 last season, were
just a single defeat away from
a berth in the playoffs last
year. That lone loss came
against Mayfield, the Class
AA state champion for the
past two seasons. .
"Heath has been one of the
most successful football
programs in the state the past
few years," said Hina. "Their
coaches always do a fine job in
preparing them to play, and I
ow we'll have to be ready if
we're going to stay with
them."

Calloway County High, which hosts Fulton County Friday at Roy Stewart Stadium, is coming off a loss to Lone Oak, but
coach Stan Outland hopes the Lakers' improved second-half play against the Purple Flash, including that of Mike Shipwash (making tackle above ) carries over against Fulton County.

Pilots, Coached By Former Racer
Watts, Hope Lakers 2nd Victim
taste of success, though. Not already has over 300 this year anchored the defense the past
and needs just 86 yards to two seasons by making over
by a long shot.
Stan Watts can sympathize
As a walk-on to the Murray surpass the 2,000-yard career 100 tackles each year.
-We're solid on defense,"
with
Calloway
County, State football team in 1968. mark.
because he's had first-hand Watts established himself as a
"He's having a fine year like says Watts. "Our offense is
experience. During his fresh- superior placekicker, a I knew he would," said Watts. still very inconsistent, but if
man year at Fulton County position he held for four years. "He has the speed and we can cut down on fumbles
High School 15 years ago, he And his list of achievements in quickness to make our offense and other mistakes, we'll be
all right there,too."
watched the Pilots endure the Racer record books is a a threat on the ground."
The I.akers, 0-4, were
their first football season.
And Mays little brother.
long one:
"It was hard times, I'll tell
Most extra points scored in sophomore Jimmy, is a beaten 40-0 by Lone Oak last
you that," Watts, now the a game (7 i, most field goals in player, too, says Watts. "He week ..after losing just 7-0 in
Fulton County head coach, a game (3, tied with two does most blocking for Jeff three overtimes to McLean
said by phone this morning."I others), longest field goal (58 now, but he's good at it. He'll County a week earlier. But
know what Calloway has to go yards), most field goals in a be a big gainer before he coach Stan Outland says he
wasn't surprised by the wide
through as a first-year football season ( 11), most points leaves here."
school."
As if that pair isn't enough. margin of defeat.
scored by a Murray State
"I've noticed in coachina
He'll ,have no sympathy player in a career (411, most the Pilots also have senior Joe
Friday, 4though, because his extra points scored (75) and Warren, at 6-2 and 205 an this team the past two yean
imposing figure at fullback. that it usually has a letdown
team will square off against most field goals 211. ,
the Lakers at Roy Stewart
Now, however. Watts is "He's best at defensive tackle, after a good game," he said.
Stadium at 8 p.m. in search of concerned with turning what and I think he's a college "We came out in the second
a second straight victory.
he calls the current Fulton prospect there," Watts said. half against Lone Oak and
The Pilots lest their first two County team "his best team "But he's big enough to pick played a good game, though.
I'm encouraged about that."
garnes by a tetal of four points ever" into a winning opie.
up some yards on offense."
Outland says his biggesA
— 3-0 to Ballard Memorial and
The owner of the "hardest
Watts' biggest individual
13-12 to Fulton City — before performer thus far — and for hitter" tag on the Fulton concern is stopping Mays ant
rebounding to whip Por- the past three seasons — has Couty squad, though, belongs Warren, a task that could be
tageville,7vio., 20-6 last week.
been tailback Jeff Mays, a 6-1, to linebacker Ronnie Chears, difficult. "The ground game is
A string of victories for 165-pound senior. Mays rushed whose statistics belie his 5-7, where their strength is, Sc
Watts wouldn't be his first for 1,030 yards last year, 160-pound frame. Chears has we've got to cut that off •
By TONY WILSON

Ledger & Tunes Spurts EdItor

Kohlberg
Announces
He Will
Turn Pro
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AND`10U CAN SAVE HUNDREDS ON
TOUGH FORD TRUCKS.
DUE TO SPECIAL DICENTIVIS TO IOU CAPE SAVE MANY HUNDREDS OF DOLLARS
OH TOUGH FORD T1OIS NOW THROUGH OCT.It

PARKER FORD,INC.
701 Main — 753-5273
Murray, Ky.
Ed West 753-3084
Carlos Jones 753-24 71
David Porker 753-51 80
John Porker 753-1 833
James Rogers 753-4849

Joe Rowland 753-801 3
Ron Wright 753-0 1 56
Paul Garland 759-1 651
James Porker 753-5180
Joe Parker 753-2656
John Botching 759-1 91 6
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Murrayan Mel Purcell's biggest rival for the No.1 spot on
the University of Tennessee
tennis team, Andy Kohlberg,
has announced he will join the
professional tennis ranks.
The nation's top-ranked
amateur last year, Kohlberg,
of Larchrnont, N.Y., said
Tuesday he had signed a longterm contract for product endorsements and wanted to
devote all of his energies to
becoming a top touring pro.
Kohlberg
was
the
Southeastern
Conference
champion in singles and
doubles last year and won AllAmerica honors. He played on
the Junior Davis Cup and PanAmerican teams.
Purcell will be eligible to
play at Tennessee this spring
after sitting out a year due to
his transferring from Memphis State. He is currently the
world's top-ranked 21-andunder amateur.
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Compensation
Voided By Judge
By the Associated Press
NEW YORK — A Poitional
Basketball
Association
compensation award given to
the Seattle SuperSonics last
year after Marvin Webster
signed with the New York
Knicks as a free agent was
voided by a federal judge.
NBA Commissioner Larry
O'Brien had ordered the
Knicks to compensate Seattle
with center-forward Lonnie
Shelton, a first-round 1979
draft choice and $450,000 in
cash.
But Judge Robert L. Carter
of the Southern District of
New York said he found the
award violated the agreement
between the league and the
NBA Players' Association in
that it "more than compensated" Seattle for the loss
of Webster."
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A Cinch For Success

Les

510„

9.
)

The Calloway County boys and girls cross country teams will open their season today at
Trigg County. The girls squad above) is, front row from left: Denise Rutherford, Jenny
Bell, Stephanie Wuest, Stacy Wuest and Karen Hall. In back are Tina Harrell, Melissa
Miller, Jena Hoke,Gina Walker, Vicki Houghton and coach Sue Outland.
The boys squad lbelow) is, front row from left: Bob Houghton, Jeff Harlan, Freddie Vincent, Scott Nix, Mike Wicker and Roger Tibbetts. In back are coach Jim Nix, Craig Robertson, Marty Wyatt, Dan Key,Keith Powell and Rodney Hounshell.(see schedule in Glance)
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By BARRY WILNER
AP Sports Writer
It doesn't take much to get
Johnny Bench excited. Just
throw hint into a pennant race
and watch him go to work.
Bench's two-run homer
gave the Cincinnati Reds a 3-2
victory over the San Diego
Padres and boosted their lead
in the National League West to
2Lz games over Houston,
which lost to Atlanta 6-5.
"I don't know how he could
play any better, unless he got
a hit every time up," said
John
Manager
Reds
McNamara of his star catcher, who is hitting .282 with 22
home runs and 75 RBI and has
been the team's hottest bitter
down the stretch.
"He's had a very good year,
especially since the All-Star
break, when he's hit over .300.
And he's done some jot; catching."

NATIONAL LEAGUE
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Bench's Two-Run Homer Helps Reds Win, Up NL West Lead

7v!' •

Angels Hold Two-Game Division Lead

Bench, whose torrid second
half of the season places him
among the favorites for the
NL's most valuable player
award, isn't exactly enjoying
the grind.
"nil going to be 50 years old
before this thing is over," he
said. "It's wears you out. I'm
and
mentally
tired
physically."
Not many people expected
the Astros to remain close for
so long. Bench was asked if
Houston, which entertains the
Reds for three games this
weekend, can win the division
with a rookie catcher Bruce
Bochy.

"Not unless his name is players had to leave the ganie. Dave Kingman had two home Hernandez had tworun triples
his and Ted Simmons honiered.
to
increase
Substitute shortstop Speier runs
Johnny Bench," he said with a
leading total to
majorleague
the
in
homered
each
Cash
and
smile.
Dodgers 7, Giants 2 but it was a 10th-inning shot
Elsewhere, Pittsburgh's nightcap. In the opener, Tony 47
Rick Sutcliffe won his
clinched
Martin
that
Rookie
by
Jerry
and
runs
two
in
knocked
Perez
lead over Montreal in the Ni
second-game vic- 16th game - he's lost nine East was reduced to one game scored the other for Montreal. the Cubs'
tory. St. Louis won the opener and Ron Cey had a three-run
when the Pirates split a twiCardinals 6-2, Cubs 3-3 - as Ken Reitz arid Keith bonier for the Dodgers
in
night
double-header
Philadelphia, winning 9-6 and
losing 6-5, while the Expos
took a pair from the Mets, 3-1
and 4-1. St. Louis and Chicago
split their twinbill, with the
Cards victorious 6-3, then
Major League Leaders
Baseball Standings
falling 3-2 in 10 innings. Los
7Francisco
NATIONAL LEAGUE
Angeles beat San
AMERICAN LEAGUE
NATIONAL LEAGUE
BATTING 425 at bats)-Herrandez, St
BATTING 1425 at bats i-Lynn. Boston,
EAST
2.
Louis, 142. Rose, Philadelphia. 333
138. Brett, Kansas City, xn,
L
W
Pet GB
Knight, Clncuiriati, 315; Garvey. Loa
Texas, 330, Rice, Boston. .31; Downing.
607
91 59
Pirates 9-5, Phillies 6-6 - Pittsburgh
Angeles, .313, Mauilli. New York, 313
California, 328
1
601
89 59
The Pirates rallied from a 6-1 Montreal
RUNS-Hernandez, St Louis, 1041;
Baylor,
117;
City,
Kansas
-Brett,
RUNS
IV 12
79 71
St Louis
Lopes, Los Angeles. 105, Schmidt,
deficit with eight runs in the Philadelphia
Caldorrua, 114; Rice, Boston, 113. Lynn,
530 13
79 73
Ptuladelphia, 101, Parker, Pittsburgh,
Boston, Ill, Lansford, California, 111
510 14%
77 74
last two innings of the first Chicago
101, Moreno. Pittsburgh, 100
RBI-Baylor, California. 135. Rice.
376 3444
56 93
York
game, then were given a dose New
RBI- Kingman. Chicago, 112; Schmidt,
Thomas,
III,
Boston,
Lynn,
Boston,
126,
WEST
PNIadelptua, 109. Winfield, San Diego,
Milwaukee, 114; Singleton, Baltimore. 110
566
86 66
of the same medicine by the Cincinnati
106. Hernandez, St. Louis, 101, Garvey.
HITS-Brett, Kansas City, 17, Rice,
• 560
83 68
Phillies in the nightcap. Houston
Los Angeles. 101
Boston, 193: Bell, Texas, 192, Lansford,
78
07 12
71
Las Angeles
HITS-Templeton, St. Louis, 199,
179.
California,
Baylor,
181;
Philadelphia was down 5-1 but San Francisco
California,
444 18%
611 65
Hernandez. St. Louis, 197; Rose.
DOUBLES-lemon, Chicago, 42, Brett,
414 22
63 0
took the second contest when San Diego
Ptuladelpna. 194, Garvey, Los Angeles,
Kansas City, 0; Bell, Texas, 41, Cooper,
400 39
60 90
rookie Keith Moreland singled Atlanta Wednesday's Games
193; Moreno, Pittsburgh, 185, Matthews,
Milwaukee, 40; Lynn, Boston, 39
Atlanta, 185
in the tying run in the sixth
Montreal 3-4, New York 1-1
DOUBLES-Hernandez, St. Louis, 45:
TRIPLES-Brett, Kansas Lily, 20,
St Louis 6,2, Chicago 3-3, id game, 10
Pete
pinch-hitter
and
Kansas
Parker, Pittsburgh, 42; Cromartie,
Molitor, Milwaukee, 14; Wilson.
innings
Porter,
12;
York,
41: Youngblod, New York, 41;
New
Montreal,
Randolph,
choice
City, 13;
Mackanin's fielder's
Atlanta 6, Houston 5
Rose, Philadelphia, 39
Kansas City, 10
Pittsburgh 94, Philadelphia 64
delivered the winning tally.
TRIPLES--Templeton, St Louis, 18;
HOME RUNS- Thomas, Milwaukee, 42,
Cincinnati 3, San Diego 2
12;
Bows,
In the first game, Manny
Montreal,
Lynn, Boston, IS; Rice. Boston, 36. Dawson,
Los Angeles 7, San Francisco 2
Baylor,
35,
11. McBride, Philadelphia,
Baltimore,
Philadelphia,
Singleton,
Sanguillen's pinch-hit triple
11, Moreno, Pittsburgh, 11. Hernandez, St
California, 34
broke a 6-6 tie in the ninth.
STOLEN BASES-Wilson, Kansas City. LOUIS, I
AMERICAN LEAGUE
HOME RUNS- Kingman, Chicago, 47,
74, Lenore, Detroit. 70, J Cruz, Seattle,
Philadelphia had jumped in
EAST
44, Wills, Texas, 35. Bumbry, Baltimore. Schmidt, Philadelphia, 43, Winfield, San
Pet. GB
L
W
„front mostly thanks to a
Diego,
31; Stargell, Pittsburgh, 29; Hor34
653
52
98
Baltimore
ner, Atlanta, 29.
grandslani homer by Mike Milwaukee
9
292
90 62
STOLEN BASES--Moreno, Pittsburgh,
PITCHING 15 Deciailinsv-Flanagan,
567 13
65 65
Schmidt in the seventh. The Boston
Baltimore, 224, 733, 312, Clear, 70; North, San Francisco, 56; Taveras.
540 17
111 69
New York
Pirates got three in the eighth Detroit
California, 11-4, 733. 3.44; Caldwell, New York, 46, Lopes. Los Angeles, 41;
5310 17
82 70
Milwaukee, 154, 714, 3.28; Guidry. New Scott, St. Louis, 36
307 22
on four singles and an error.
77 75
Cleveland

• Sports At A Glance

Expos 3-4, Mets 1-1 - After
tough losses to the Pirates
Monday and Tuesday, Montreal might have seemed
ready to collapse. But strong
pitching by Rudy May, who
threw a six-hitter in the
nightcap, and Ross Grimsley,
who won his first game since
June 26, boosted the Expos
within a game of the East
lead.
The Expos won the second
game despite a first-inning
collision that saw second
Butch Hobson cracked a pair baseman Dave Cash get cut on
of doubles and drove in three the head and right fielder Ellis
runs, backing Bob Stanley's Valentine bruise his jaw. Both
three-hitter and powering
Boston past Toronto.

Royals Still Gaining No Ground
By FRANK BROWN
AP Sports Writer
"The object," said Kansas
City's Hal McRae, "is to win
this thing - not run away with
it." The subject was the
American League's West
Division title.

AMERICAN LEAGUE
McRae and the second-place
Royals beat the divisionleading California Angels 6-4
Wednesday night, winning for
the second time in the three
games of this series but
remaining exactly where they
were when the set began two games behind.
"I looked up at the
scoreboard and suddenly it
occurred to me: We're going
In play 162 games and we're
going to end up in a tie," said
Kansas City third baseman
George Brett, who had two
hits and drove in a run. "I
really think there's a chance it
will happen."

It happened last year in the the Seattle Mariners, 12-1.
East, when the New York
Yankees and Boston Red Sox
White Sox 6, Twins 0 decided divisional honors in a Twins Manager Gene Mallet'
one-game playoff. And, since admits he's playing favorites
the Royals and Angels meet in the battle for the West top
four times more this season, spot: he wants Minnesota to
Brett's prophecy may be win it. But the Twins were
realized.
shut out a second consecutive
"The only thing that will time by the lowly White Sox
matter," said McRae, "is
who's best in October. If we
The Twins managed just
get into the playoffs, this thing
hits off Ross Baumgarten
four
will be history."
and now haven't scored in 18
Darrell Porter drove in innings. Chet Lemon and Jim
three runs while Larry Gura Morrison hit two-run singles
and two relievers combined on for the winners.
a six-hitter to defeat the
Angels.
Tigers 5. Orioles 0 - Steve
Meanwhile, the Chicago Kemp scored one run and
White Sox shut out the. Min- drove in another, backing the
nesota Twins 6-0, the Detroit four-hit pitching of Jack
Tigers upended the Baltimore Morris and carrying the
Orioles 5-0, the Boston Red Tigers past the Orioles.
Sox blasted the Toronto Blue
The loss, coupled with
Jays 8-0, the New York Milwaukee's rout of Seattle,
the left at three Baltimore's
trimmed
-Yankees
Cleveland Indians 2-0, the magic number for clinching
Texas Rangers beat the the East Division crown.
Oakland A's 9-4 and the
Milwaukee Brewers bombed
Red Sox 8, Blue Jays 0 -

Toronto

It was the 40th time the
Pirates have come from
behind to win this season.

Yankees 2, Indians 0 Tommy John picked up his
19th victory with 82-3 innings
of three-hit pitching and
Reggie Jackson hit his 26th
homer of the season to boost
New York over Cleveland.

Rangers 9, A's 4 - Mickey
single
two-run
Rivers'
highlighted the six-run third
inning that helped Texas beat
Oakland. Jim Sundbere
walked twice in the outburst,
the second time with the bases
loaded.
Brewers 12. Mariners 1 Hon le runs by Buck Martinez.
Ben Oglivie and Sixto Lezcano
paced the Brewers' 19-hit
attack and kept Milwaukee
mathematically alive in the
East race.

California
Kansas City
Minnesota
Texas
Chicago
Seattle
Oakland

50 102
WEST
82 70
80 72
78 74
7'7 76
67 44
63 90
52 101

31

0

539
526
513
503
444
412
340

2
4
5%
14%
199
70%

York, 17.7, .706, 2.87; McGregor,
Baltimore, 12-5_706, 3.26; Kern, Texas, 125, 706, 1.63; Morris, Detroit, 15-7, MT.
3.44; John, New York, 19-9, 679, 2.91.
STRIKEOUTS-Ryan. California, 211;
Guidry, New York, 182; Flanagan,
Baltimore, 175; Jenkins, Texas, 154.
Koceman, Minnesota. 144

PITCHING IS Decisionsi-Tidrow,
Chicago. 114, 733. 2.54; Seaver, Cincinnati, 154, 714, 327; Blyleveri, Pittsburgh 114,.61,3.51; Martinez, St. Louis,
14-7, .037, 147; leCom, Cincinnati, 14-7,
667. 3.54; Ramo, Pittsburgh, 10-5, 667,
3.1; i Niekro, Houston, 19-10, 655, 266
Reuschel, Chicago, 18-10, 643, 3.27

Transactions

Cross Country
Calloway Boys, Gina
Cress Country Schedule
Sept 20 Trigg Co., Ft. Campbell at
Trigg,4:30 p.m; 25 Fulton City, Mayfield
at Fulton City 5 p.m.; 27 at Hopkinsville
4 p.m.
Oct. 2 at St. Mary,4 p.m.; 4 Ft. Campbell, Trigg at Ft. Campbell, 4 p.m.; 9 at
Webster County, 4:30 p.m.; II at Christian County, 3.30 p.m.; 16 home, Trigg
County, St. Mary, 4:30 p.m.; 18 home,
Mayfield, Fulton City, 5 p.m.; 27,
regional meet at Christian County
Nov. 3 state meet at Lexington.

FOOTBALL
Witless! Footbal League
Nick
BILLS-Signed
BUFFALO
MikeMayer, kicker. Released Tom
Dempsey, kicker
NEW YORK JETS-Waived Bob
Martin, linebacker.
PHILADELPHIA EAGLES-Placed
Bill Bergey, linebacker, and Wade Key,
guard, on the injured reserve list Added
Toni Luken, guard, and Sammy Johnson.
fullback
HOCKEY
Notional Hockey League
STARSNORTH
MINNESOTA
Announced the retirement of J P Parise,
forward

LOUIS BLUES-Signed Joe
ST
Micheletti and Jack Brownschidle,
defensemen, and Blake Dunlop, center
COLLEGE
UNIVERSITY OF TOLEDO-Named
Ethel C Allman women's basketball
coach
BASKETBALL
Natlioaal Basketball Aseactaine
ATLANTA HAWKS-Waived Tim
Claxton, guard, and Rickey Brown, forward
NEW YORK KNICKS-Waived Tom
Hicks, guard, and Kim Goetz, forward

Wholl Pay You 10.315% On Six
Month Savings Certificates?
deposits.
Peoples Bank money market certificates are non-negotiable time deposit
minimum
These certificates have a 6 month maturity (182 days). The
of $10,000 or
amount is $10,000, but deposits may be made in any amount
on these
interest
of
more. Federal regulations prohibit the compounding
This
maturity.
at
change
money market certificates. The interest is subject to
Septhrough
now
from
10315% rate is effective on certificates purchased
tember 26,1979.

WHO'LL PAY YOU 7.95% ON FOUR YEAR MONEY

CERTIFICATES?

If you want a longer term certificate - how about our new higher interest
FOUR YEAR MONEY CERTIFICATE? You can earn an interest rate only 1N%
below the average four year yield on U.S. Treasury securities. The interest rate
for September is 7.95% and yields 8.274%. The rate on new certificates is determined the first of each month.
WHO'LL PAY YOU 514% ON A PASSBOOK SAVINGS?

Do you have some surplus cash you want readily available yet want to earn interest on it? Then a Blue Chip Savings account is your answer. Interest rate is 5N%
and paid quarterly. Interest is paid from the day of deposit to day of withdrawal.

WHO'LL OFFER YOU A FULL RANGE OF OTHER CERTIFICATES OF
DEPOSIT TO SUIT YOUR NEEDS?

of
A substantial interest penalty is required for early withdrawal of certificates
deposit.
Now Available For Delivery at
West Kentucky's Economy Car Center

`The
cW42

Come By Wilk Selection Is Good

arroll WI-Audi-Mazda

800 Chestnut

753-8850

PEOPLES ,BANK
0

MURRAY
Member FDIC

KY.
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Southern Cal, Other Favorites, Should Win Easily
By WILL GRIMSLEY
bounce back with B.J. Dickey
AP Special Correspondent
and a more diversified attack.
There's nothing like college • What's a Wolverine?
football to turn grown, ..Peon State 30, Texas A&M
dignified men and women Into 13: The best team in the East
a babel of banner-waving, still gives ground grudgingly.
horn-tooting juveniles. They Seriously, now, are there any.
go into spasms over cleated lions in Nittany?
knights in plastic and syn- . Nebraska 35, Iowa 91 Shhh,
thetic armor who spend three shhh, shhh. Not being risque,
hours wrestling for a result but is it true avid Cornhusker
that makes the mob want to fans even wear red untear down the goalposts.
mentionables?
The
combatants
are .. Michigan State 33, Miami
distinguishable by their (0.1 10: If good things come in
flamboyant colors and weird clusters, can Spartan gridders
nicknames. There are scores match
basketball
their
of Tigers and Bears, plus brothers?
Trojans, Spartans, BoilerMississippi 19. Missouri 14:
makers, Spiders and even If Mizzou has to be shown,
Webfoots and Buckeyes a Steve Sloan, Ole Miss' young
hard Ohio nut with a big brown sideline genius, may have
eye.
something to show.
But in the final analysis, .. Washington 25. Oregon 14:
only mathematics count. Last The Huskies have quarweek our score was a gaudy terbacks with intriguing
41-8, .837 with the Fighting names - Tom Porras
Irish
Notre Dame) and
porous?) and Tom Flick.
Bruins ( UCLA) the surprise .. North Carolina 25, Pittspecials. Season score: 71-20, sburgh 20: Pitt has a lot of
.780.
talent that gets slowed in rich
Expect no drastic upheavals Southern tar, whatever that is.
this week.
..Florida State 32, Miami
'Southern California 33.
Fla.) 10: An intrastate
Minnesota 20: How can a rivalry that should go to the
Trojan on a white horse be Seminoles. Do they really
unseated by a Gopher?
carry tomahawks?
.,Alabama 37, Baylor 7: They
Arkansas 23, Oklahoma
call them the Crimson Tide, State 7: Lou Holtz's quarRed Elephants and Scarlet terback Kevin Scanlon broke
Doom. This one is the Bear all of Joe Namath's passing
I Bryant) vs. the Bears.
niarks at Beaver Falls, Pa.
_Oklahoma 47, Tulsa 13: The _Brown 21. Yale 14: A lefalways formidable Sooners thanded quarterback named
rely on a wishbone ball- Larry Carbone should paint
landling
named Yale's blue bluer.
Julius Caesar Watts. Wot?
The others:
..Texas 34. Iowa State 9: The
EAST
belated debut of the -Hook
Cornell 23, Penn 7; Harvard
'Ern Horns" gang. The 20, Columbia 6; Dartmouth 27,
Longhorns have a hatchet Princeton 13; North Carolina
man named Hatchett.
St. 20, West Va. 14; Boston
,Purdue 19, Notre Dame 15: College 15, Villanova 7;
The Boilermakers Will do a Lehigh 15, Colgate 7; Temple
little sodering on last week's 25, Delaware 13; Rhode Island
conquerors of Michigan.
17, Holy Cross 13; Navy 77,
..Michigan 43. Kansas 3: Connecticut 13; Rutgers 30,
Speaking of Michigan, they Bucknell 7; Temple 25,

Delaware 13.
SOUTH
Auburn 25, S. Miss.
Louisiana St. 31, Rice
Florida 27, Georgia Tech
Georgia 21, Clemson

10;
7;
13;
17;

Maryland 18, Miss. St. 14;
Tennessee 36, Utah 7; S.
Carolina 24, Duke 7; Vanderbilt 24, Citadel 12; Virginia
72, VM1 19; Va. Tech 18, Wm.
& Mary 14; E. Carolina 17,
Wake Forest 14.

MIDWEST
UCLA 23, Wisconsin 14;
Kansas St. 26, Oregon St. 7;
Syracuse 18, Northwestern 14;
Ohio St. 43, Washington St. 13;
Indiana 25, Kentucky 10;
Central Mich. 20, Bowling

Green 14; Ball St. 22, Kent St.
12; Ohio U. 23, Marshall 14;
Memphis St. 19, Wichita St. 14.

Christian 7; Arlington 22, NW
_Louisiana 10; La. Tech 33,
Lamar 14.

SOUTHWEST
Southern Methodist 27, N.
Texas St. 14; Tulane 21 Texas

FAR WEST
California 28, San Jose St.
12; Stanford 24, Army 7; Air

COMMENTARY

Every four years, for two
weeks, the center-of the world
is wherever the Olympic flag
is planted. And the American
TV network that can point its
cameras in that direction has
a publicity, prestige and
public relations bonanaza that
is unparalleled.
"The lasting impact of a
network broadcasting the
Olympics is shown by the fact
that 40 percent recall which
network broadcast the 1976
Summer Games (ABC) but
only 28 percent recall where

the Games were held Montreal
That was another finding of
the Olympic research commissioned by NBC and the
U.S. Olympic Committee. The
habit of watching one network
for two whole weeks and the
opportunity to bombard a
riveted
audience
with
promotional announcements
for it fall schedule help explain why ABC became No.1 in
the ratings in 1976. It also
allows NBC President Fred
Silverman to predict that No.3
NBC will become the toprated
network by Christmas of 1980.
Sports, except for the Super
Bowl, World Series and ABC's
successful "Monday Night
Football", do not reach the
mass audiences that stimulate
advertisers to turn their
pockets inside out for network
air time. And the Olympics is
the biggest exception of them
all.
"Despite a generally low
interest in sports, women are
as interested as men in the
Olympics," said
David
Sawyer, whose firm, D.H.
Sawyer and Associates, interviewed 999 subjects on their
attitudes toward the Moscow
Games.
The ironic thing is that the
folks at NBC didn't know that
women were that gong-ho for
the Olympics when they made
their winning bid in 1977. But
you can be sure all three
networks know now. Imagine
their glee when they realized
they could sell expensive
commercial
time
to
manufacturers of panty hose
and laundry detergent, as well
as premium beer and fancy
cars.
"The high level of interest
expressed by women in the
Olympics affords NBC the
opportunity to capture an
audience
normally
not
available
to a
sports
program," Sawyer's study
concluded.
Which becomes more important because NBC will be
preempting soap operas and
game shows during weekday
afternoons as part of its 172
hours of coverage next July.
For 1984, expectations are that
the covering network will air
more than 225 hours of the
L.A. Olympics.

Force 20, Illinois 17; Arizona
24, Texas Tech 20; Colorado
32, Drake 15; Hawaii 27, New
Mexico 14; Utah St. 20,
Colorado St. 10; Wyoming 18,
Richmond 15; Arizona St. 32,
Toledo 20.
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Put your heat bill on a diet.
If your heat bill has gone from
"pleasantly plump" to downright
fat, you need the Fisher woodstove
reducing plan. Burning wood means
that you don't use that expensive
furnace as much, and that saves
you money. As Authorized Fisher
Stove Dealers, we'll be glad to show
you the complete line of Fisher

woodstoves. And we'll help you
select the Fisher model that's just
right for your home.So if your heat
bill has been throwing its weight
around, cut it down
to size-with ai
genuine Fisher
woodstove.

or

Mounts with included clamps on any work
surface up to 2-1/2" thick, or any smooth work
surface with attached suction cups without
use of clamps 16" vise jaws open to 6-1/4'

TRUCKER'S AUTO
SAFETY LIGHT

wide

Use as a red, blinking signal for roadside emergencies Or remove lens coy
er for a steady beam of
light Handle doubles as
stand Uses four •D"
bans not incl I 6450BP
Grantittes Limited

X

NBC Hopes Olympic
Telecasts Will Bring
More Rating Success
By FRED ROTHENBERG
AP Sports Writer
NBC paid $87 million for the
HMO Summer Olympics in
Moscow, and indications are
that, the winning bid for the
rights to the 1984 Games will
be twice that figure.
Preliminary proposals for
the Los Angeles Olympics
Were made by the three
networks last week. Each now
rniist play the waiting gamme
with the same kind of anticipaton and excitement
normally reserved for the
Emmy Awards.
And with good reason.
"To
Americans,
the
Olympics are more than a
sports event," was one conclusion of, a zcommissioned
study off- -uhlic attitudes
towar
the
Olympics.
Another conclus
is that
television views e Summer
Games as the greatest thing
since Milton Berle.
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-1FALL SHOPPER
'79 SAVINGS COUPON
.

ILLLd

Our Lay-Away
For Christmas
Gifts & Toys
Is Now Open

Great for quick clean-ups after spills DUST
BUSTER'S storage unit is a charging bracket
Mounts on any wall near electrical outlet
Keeps DUSTBUSTER within easy reach always
ready to use

Mimi
Coosa
MINI

WITh COUPON

EINELOPES

,El.

BASTE
Choose 100 "check' sae
(5% in.) or 50 "legal" size
(9% in ). H5/752100/2300
LIMIT: ONE BOX PER CUSTOMER
L r. 2kmari1./L
. c..2
/
,
1
21r.,L0!L
/
.
1
4-1r.:h_wileDi
5111114151113/4/GMILIafe-516.11.04.5116.1:-.0/GNILI LOG

Zotai-Vat)FALL

SHOPPER IO

'79 SAVINGS COUPON

C

MECHANIC.
WOOD
SPLITTING
MAUL
61b.

SINGLE TURNTABLE
For fingertip organization
10%-in. diam 115/2936S
UMIT: ONE PM CUSTOMER

Storm Window
Repair &
also
Small Appliance
Repair

This maul is forged of tool
steel, hand ground and heat
treated to hold a cutting edge.
The head is axe-eyed and fitted with straight axe handle.
Handle is made of the finest
hickory.
S6

H5

Q4.1_,A4T.4 FALL SHOPPER
'
"
1 --

'79 SAVINGS COUPON

Ready-Mix Poison
Contains Wincon*--• kills rats,
mice Four ready-to-use baitfilled trays 07/201

wine°-1 sis

n

“011 )

10-In GAS CHAIN SAW
110 features incl.:
in. engine: 10-in.
91.- bar, chain; chain
br..../hand guard safety
fed' le; auto, or manual
011" j: muffler shield.
1%' AC110

....),

floIT N 1.29

FALL SHOPPER
M.
2

_

;04,

WITH COUPON

u

BAGS

44-01. lUtchoo-Cao
12 plastic bags, twist ties
for lining tall kitchen cans.
H5/1V1 52

LIMIT: ONE PACK PER CUSTOMER
W.& )
..E....1k4la LIair.Zak

r

tar. 11-A tilt. blUKAA s, Ky., LtAJler.1%
& Itate, inursaay,aessemuc
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Official Says Case Of
Woman Keeping Her Son

Locked Up Not Unusual
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — volving Georgia Chandler and
A state Human Resources her son, Gerald Morgan, but
official says the case of an that newspaper accounts
east Kentucky woman who indicate that Morgan is
keeps her 42-year-old son physicially in good shape.
locked up for his own
"I can't believe we have
protection is not that unusual. anybody ( in the bureau)going
Ben McClellan, held ser- to stand by and see a guy
vices director for the sake:" he said.
department's Bureau for
The case came to light when
Social Services, said Wed- newspaper stories described
nesday that he could not Morgan's living conditions.
discuss individual cases, but Spokesmen for the Kentucky
that his department serves a Association of Retarded
number of mentally retarded Citizens and for the Kentucky
adults in their homes through River Community Care Inc., a
its adult protective services local mental health agency
program.
that serves Leslie County,
The program is for adults both said Morgan should not
who are exploited or abused or be confined.
otherwise do not receive
But some neighbors and
proper care, he said.
relatives said Morgan doesn't
McClellan said the case of want to be out. His mother
the 42-year-old in east Ken- confines him to a fenced-in
tucky has been an active c'
porch and his bedroom,and he
in the bureau for some tim
is allowed out periodically to
and that field workers plan to go fishing, visit the„ doctor or
continue to maintain contact
lp his 81-year-old mother
with the family and provide
th chores.
needed services.
cClellan said the state
McClellan said the bureau's probably would not change its
primary aim is to keep per- position that Morgan be cared
sons in their own homes and for at home unless his mother
communities if possible.
becomes unable to care for
He said he is not personally him, or unless ordered to
familiar with the case in- provide different services by a
court of law.
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Special Prices Good
Sept. 20 till Sept. 26

HERE `: 14E- F EAtir

2PCS CH1CkEN
POTATOES • GRAVY • Wit.

*earn.

Channin

rAcKAGt
11/PORTRAITS IN
,M LIVING COLOR

20

2 - 8 X 10
.02'- 5 X 7
15 VirINALLETS
thr.p .4.1“

3 BIG DAYS

All 3 With
$35.00 Order

With $12.50 Idditiesal
Purchase Excludiag
Tobacco & /airy Products

TOILET
TISSUE

Starkist

Star-gist

With $12.50 Additional
Purchase Excludieg
Tobacco i lairs Products

TUNA
With $12.50 Additional
Purchase Excluding
Tobacco &Dairy Products

With $12.50 Additional
Purchase Excluding
Tobacco & Dairy Products

Hyde Pork Pancake

Del Monte Tomato
32 oz

Owen's Best

COOKIES

SLAB
SLICED
BACON

89C

S.

SYRUP
Libby,

TOMATO JUICE Libby

',

16%2 oz.

4/$1°°"" PORK & BEANS
Del Monte Whole

32 oz

2 oz

18 oz

69'
79c

Bush Cut Asparagus

SPEARS

14 '/2 oz
Nabisco Premium

Save More On Hyde Park Milk

CRACKERS

Hyde Park

MILK

$139
89'
79'
59'

1b
l box

Mazola Pure

CORN OIL

Hyde Pork Lo-Cal

MILK

8 oz

Van Camp

Rosedale Cream Style or Whole Kernel

CORN

46 oz

Libby):

59c PINEAPPLE

PEACHES

79'
59'
3/51s"
3/1

24 oz

Del Monte

99c
CAKE MIX

99c

Rosedale

Pillsbury Plus

r

NT GLARY ACCEPT FOOD STAMPS

Choice of 1 With
$12.50 Order

FORTR1111
TosEs

Zingers!

apes 5-1 Sea-Tlior
Fn sad tat 14

Bonus Special
Both With
$25.00 Order

Tax Rate Proposed
By Franklin Court
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) —
Franklin Fiscal Court Wednesday proposed a 1979 tax
rate of 15.4 cents per $100 of
assessed
valuation,
a
reduction from last year's 17
cent rate.
The proposed rate is expected to produce about a 4
percent increase in revenue
because of higher property
assessment. The board has not
set a public hearing on the
rate, required by a 1979 state
law.

buns be bib le lise bemeNs

Owen's Food Market

Green Top

Dixie 80 Ct 9 oz

48 oz $239

Libby's With Beans

gal $1
"

CHILI

Hyde Park Homogenized

MILK

24 oz

99'

Sunflower Self Rising

RELISH

HiffikRMILK

MEAL

loo. 49'

$139

NO LIMIT
ALL AGES

Grade A Extra Large

Cycle (.2, 3 or 4 ç
j

EGGS

DOG FOOD....

Grade A Large

Cycle 1 8 2

65' DOG FOOD
59' DOG FOOD

Grade A

POM

REGAL
STUDIOS

. . 25 lb $589

Friskie Beef Flavor

MEDIUM EGGS

. . 25 lb.$389

ONt V

S1,95

'9.95

DEPOSIT WHEN
PHOTOGAAPWO

WE HAVE THE FUSSIEST MEAT DEPT. IN TOWN

DELI

WHEN PHOTO
GRAPHS APE
OF !SIRED

PRODUCE DEPT.

EXTRA BONUS

FRE
E
MEI package
5 x 7&
5 WALLETS
1 -

,lo.t, ,.

Noce* pap
a good toe

Owen's Famous

Owen's Best

SLAB BACON (In Piece) ..

79' BAKED HAM

lb

pkg.

$1 29

SPECIAL
CHILDREN 24 MONTHS & UNDER
NO DEPOSIT WHEN PHOTOGRAPHED
$ir 95 ON DELIVERY

BOLOGNA
Leon 8 Meaty

PORK CUTLETS
Economy

'GROUND BEEF
3-5 Lb. Avg )

BARBECUE BEEF

lb $289

POTATOES

AC
5 lb s

Owen's Best Oven Baked

Field 1 Lb.

D S: SA .& SUN.
DATES: SEPT. 22 & 23
HOURS: SAT. 11-7 SUN. 1-5
CENTRAL SHOPPING CTR.

US No I

Owen's Famous

Field 1 Lb.

WIENERS

lb $2"

pkg.

$1 39

TURKEY BREASTS

lb

5329

ONIONS

All Meat Ekrich

BOLOGNA

lb

Inc
ILl

5189
Washington State Red Delicious

lb

S189
I

Owen's Best Whole

FRIED CHICKEN

lb

Limit 3 Lbs

Owen's Famous

HAM SALAD

Yellow Sweet

49'

APPLES
Fancy Yellow Delicious

S/
9 pcs j

APPLES

3 lb bag

99C

'
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Fire Singes Ventura City Limits
As Firemen Fight Winds, Weather
By The Associated Press
A 16,000-acre fire singed the
city limits of Ventura as
hundreds of firefighters
battling hot weather and
erratic winds struggled to
quell at least 16 blazes consuming 90.000 acres of
California brush and timber.
Since Saturday, 44 homes
have been destroyed by the
fires.
"My people have just about
had it," said U.S. Forest
Service spokesman Dave
Blaine of the firefighters who
have come from as far as
Maine to help control the
flames.
"Some of them have been at

it now for two weeks and
they're in as much danger
from heat stroke or heart
attack as they are from the
fires," he said.
Hundreds of people in the
Ventura area fled their homes
Wednesday when that blaze,
which began Tuesday, came
within two miles of the city
limits. Fire department officials said later the city of
64,800 was in no danger and
onl a barn was destroyed
before fire fighters beat back
the blaze.
"It was quite a sight to see
— the fire coming up toward
the town," said Ventura

Warren County Deputy
Found Innocent By Jury
The
warrant charges
Markham with second-degree
arson because, Joe Hodges
said, there is no state statute
for bombing.

brush up to 25 feet high to save
structures.
"Helicopters were dropping
their loads right on top of
homes," she said.
Meantime, the California
Division of Forestry was
battling its biggest fire of the
year in San Diego County as
erratic winds sent flames
racing across more than 5,500
acres of brush in rural
Dulzura, 30 miles east of San
Diego.
In the Angeles National
Forest 20 miles north of Los
Angeles, firemen reported
Wednesday that the end was in
sight for the mammoth Sage
Fire, which had charred 31,000
acres of brushland.
Forest Service spokesman
Lee Redding said that a
critical fire line on the northeast shoulder of the fire near
Mt. Pacifico held late Wednesday, allowing for an
estimated 70 percent containment on the big blaze.
Redding placed the cost for
fighting the fire at $2.6 million
to $2.8 million. Watershed
damages should run upwards
of $24 million, he said.
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Presto Wee Cookerie

Presto Little Griddle

'Mete mewl whet,•esespiete mai es easy.
es au,
ewe three, owe fut pee twit big servile in einistos
three delicious* curios, aeons with 44 pus roc*
Welt. Ob. PE-3.

•

No. 95

fest peie
IX tebiets

twl

Pyrex Utility
Covered Casserole

Nevco
2 Tier
Spice Rack

•

Wort
It., 4131

With 12 Uri
Ne. 1449.2

..$327

YI

Dr. Good Health

Hold &
Hold &
Hold

We honor PCS,
Medimet, Ky.
Public Assistance Prescriptions and workman's Compensation

With Iron

20 Exp. slkdes

Norelco Triple
Header Rotary
Razor

The holly Deedervet
Oz. ifOM II Coot

m self shergewhig Medea, with
clear plarth wrap
NM Ft Nil

Glad
Wrap so.

icorionty Pock
9 Cartridges

$3298
Instant
Lipton Tea
100% Tea

Liptarl
kicr
tea

3 az. Of

with Fluoride
holy Size Tube 4.4 Oz.

Ban
Roll-On
Anti-Perspiran
ban.

119
S11.ROLL

itogvier UitureitW
1.5 oz.

Gillette
Foamy Shave
Cream

OMIT ONE ROLL PER COUPON

Sao

Prices Good Thru Thurs., Sept. 27th

way.

4 Way Long Lasting
Nasal Spray

leggier, Menthol, Tropic•I
Coceetrt, 11 ez. tern.

PER

r

$179

ST

$1 76

Expires Oct. 2, 1979

Rehires cetegestiee dee to haed colds
clew, anal liseps.
Reecho I/1 oz.

98'

Signal
Mouthwash
and Gargle

w $119
West Bend
Self-Buttering
Corn Popper

Prell
Shampoo
the extra rich shampoo concentrate S oz.
tube or liquid 11 oz. bottle.
Sole

Sal$1
e

Wondra
Skin Conditioning
Lotion

v,

core hatters Itself ill. It peps, 4 evert
cover Op ever for woe se e wring bowl ,
Mel 5447

6 Months

Wondra

legolow or Unscselloi
1,.i. Bettie

Sele

This Rate is In Effect Sept 20 through Sept 26

Nevco
Wood
Clotbes Hangers

TERM 6 Months(182 Days); MINIMUM DEPOSIT:$10,000; GUARANTEED RATE
Each Week's Rate is based on the Treasury Auction

Save With

Association

764

Aim
Toothpast

COUPON MUST ACCOMPANY 00010

Security Federal

heeds lip
hip head for eery d.Il.g No
NP1132

Iliufiegeelcrogroeu

Gillette Trac II
Cartridges

We can
easily
transfer
your refill
perscription
to Byron's
or Uncle
Jeff's

MOVIE & SLIDE
DEVELOPING
8MM,
Super 8MM,

OLAI

Selo Veer Choice

$1 18

For The Lowest
Prices

Open
9-9
Mon.-Sat.
and
1-6
Sundays

2 Oz
NI.111

Gillette
Right Guard
Deodorant

to.

Olay Vitalizing
Night Cream

2 Oz bar

4
Sele 118

RIGHT
3uARD

IN
SHAVE

Night of Olay
Beauty Cream

By SIT14,
Full Nei& fere Kohl, Gesconted litre
Medd —

Stresstabs 600

Colgate
Instant Shave

Savings

$1899

•

Anacin
Tablets

Pyrex 3-Piece Mixing Bowl Set

Phone 753 2380

Money Market Certificates

••••••

1/
1
2 i )05i huh cub* whoa,
courect, easy to sten hard seduce
Unit owl eel ter worristick cooking,
brittle grew tree Its. LGI

4
, 414?"

$3097

10315%

•••••••,

Prices Good Thru Sun.
-Ale Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities

as

fights Wens etzurth odors, rue sides sod garlic
11 oz. bettio

ESIK

Uncle Jeff's
Health & Beauty
Aid Dept.

XalLIILL11.1..T.tIn i-I
If

Take a trip to Byron's Discount Pharmacy (that's oil it will take to determine our low every day savings), and
return as needed to obtain Your health and beauty needs

Share
A
Smile
With
Ambassador
Cards

1

I a. l

DISCOUNT
PHARMACY

Wildcat Strike At
Paducah Continues
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) —
Union employees continued
their wildcat strike Wednesday against the Essex Wire
Co.
The walkout, involving 215
workers, began Tuesday
evening because of a reported
dispute with supervisory
personnel.
Officials of Local 2318.
International Association of
Machinists & Aerospace
Workers, called the action
unauthorized.
A spokesman for Essex said
there would be no negotiations
until the workers returned.
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BOWLING GREEN, Ky.
( AP) — Former Warren
County deputy sheriff Jack
Hodges has been found innocent in his second trial on
'charges in connection with the
September 1976 bombing of his
carwash.
A U.S. District Court jury
deliberated about four hours
before returning the verdict
Wednesday night. Hodges had
been charged with conspiring
to destroy the carwash, using
the mail to defraud by mailing
false insurance claims, and
disrupting interstate commerce. He was acquitted on
all the charges.
Hodges, 37, was convicted
during his first trial in
January 1978. U.S. District
Judge Edward Johnstone
ordered the retrial on the
basis of new evidence.
During Hodges trial, the
testimony
of
Robert
Markhamm, who said he
thought he had immunity,
resulted in Markham's arrest.
Markham, a convicted
felon, was the prosecution's
key witness. Before being
arrested by Bowling Green
police, he testified that
. Hodges "asked me if I would
destroy his carwash." He said
Hodges promised him $1,000
for the job.
Although Markham admitted bombing the carwash
around midnight on Sept. 20,
1976, he said on the stand that
he had not been charged
because state and federal
officals promised him immunity in exchange for his
testimony.
The warrant for his arrest
was taken out by Hodges'
father, former Warren County
Sheriff Joe Hodges.

County Fire Capt. Dick Pero .
•'It was like a wall of flames."
Meanwhile, a half-dozen
houses were in ashes near
Goleta, in Santa Barbara
County 100 miles northwest of
Los Angeles, after a 4,000-acre
fire roared through Eagle
Canyon and into the Los
Padres National Forest.
Fires also burned across
40,000 acres in the Angeles
National Forest above Los
Angeles, including 3,000 acres
north of Claremont in eastern
Los Angeles County.
In Northern California,8,200
acres of forest burned near
Placerville, 50 miles northeast
of Sacramento, and 3,000
acres went up in flames in
Plumas County, 100 miles
northeast of Sacramento.
The Claremont blaze, which
began Wednesday, spread
rapidly and for a time
threatened about 50 cabins in
Palmer Canyon.
Los Angeles County' Fire
spokeswoman
Department
Faye Nagy said that 350
backed
by
firefighters
laden
with
helicopters
chemicals battled through
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West Bend Automatic Party Perk
for big parties er homily irffaim Ileum
Milieu coffee piping hel comp after crap.
euemetielly, two-wer as /rip fewer
Mau 12 to 72 cepa
Polished No. 1520
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Specials From Uncle Jeff
s Sporting Goods Dept
'
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Buck Lure

.

CAMP STOOL
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Camouflage

Sweat Shirt
Ladies Leather
Look

Ladies

Mensal Insulated
with hood & zipper front

Duckhead
Overalls

Coats
Reg $39.99

Red, Green, Pink & Khaki

$3199
Sale

Coghlan's
Sportsman

Wilson "Indestructo"
Indoor, Outdoor

18
8
Reg. 14.99 Sale$11

Saw

Red, White I Blue

Basketball

Girls Wrangler
Kids
Towel, 1 Dish Cloth
1 Pot Holder
Reg 81.99

Official Size & Weight
Nylon Wound

Flannel
Shirts
$699

Large Selection

Army Surplus

Only

Shirts, Pants, Jackets,
8 Jacket Liners
Also Ammo Boxes

Sizes 4-14

Discount Prices

Shirts
$900 van

Reg 14.99

Safe-compact,
all purpose

v
ff"'
It $400

Sale Price Only

Camp Stove

Sizes 30-42

1 Group - Good Selection

Burners Operate from
Propane Cylinders, Overall
Size. 8" x 16"

Boy's Packaged

Tube Socks

Shoes
Uncle Jeff's has the largest selection under 1 roof of hardware, paint, automotive, plumbing, electrical,
sporting goods, health and beauty aids, housewares, clothing and shoes, toys, a complete camera department and the lowest priced discount pharmacy in the entire area. Everything At Discount Prices.

Assorted
Styles & Colors

Super Specials From Uncle Jeff's Hardware Department
-44v••
Shop Uncle Jeff's
Complete Plumbing
Section for...

Special

Tubular Hacksaw

*Sink & Toilet Repair
*Faucets .PVC & CPVC Pipe
Fittings & Glue *Copper
Tubing it Fittings *Washer
Hoses *Dryer Vents, Etc.

Adjustable for 8", 10"& 12"
blades, comes with 10"
blade unbreakable handle

Discount Price

Stop Leak, Flush, Sealer, AntiFreeze Testers, Flush & Fill Kits,
Products Made By Prestone, Dupont
& Solder Seal

Large Selection of
City & Rural

Mail Boxes
& Posts

Buffalo 11 Piece
3/8" Drive

Stove Mats

Socket Set

2 Designs
Sizes Include
26" x 42" & 32"x42"

Extra Low Prices
•

Large Display
of

Rubbermaid
Rubber
Full front,twin front,
twin rear to fit most
cars & pick-ups

Discount Prices

-

$3750
Sale

Save $6.50

Cast Iron

Franklin Fireplace
Stove

Super Prices
Winterize Your Home
Early

Fight
The
Energy
Crunch
with
.

Buffalo
55 Lb.

Reg. $44.00

Sledge Hammers,
Splitting Mauls,
Single & Double Bit
Axes, Sledge & Axe Handles

Discount Food Store
Open
7 Days A Week
Shop it Save!!

Car Mats

Fits most
34"electric drills,
OPpth guide,table
rotates& tilts,
converts into a grinder
Reg.$28.99

'Foam or felt weather-stripping 'Storm doors
and window kits 'Fiberglass insulation 'Pi
wrap& heat tape
114EFFribf

Grease Gun
'Multi-purpose
•Loads 3 ways
pie $599

Stove Pipe
*24'.& 36' Pipe
*4 Piece Chimney
Kit

Discount
Prices
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WE'VE GOT THE NEWS!
.
AND MUCH MUCH MORE..
Scene,

Six Days A Week We Give You News, Sports, Local
Opinion Page, Advertisements, Want Ads, Comics and more.
In addition to this,various aspects of community living are
featured on different days throughout the week.
Monday
Tuesday

Wednesday
Coupons

Friday

Building
Scene
Tuesday's Ledger and Times is
I highlighted by the Building
L,Scene. The Building Scene is an
'T---../-Th,Th'r c....h
co nthatu
f
section
otivhei nts
fowrmta
ino
construction
I costs, the latest inovations and
even floor plans. The Building
Scene is also highlighted with
advertising
retail
local
messages that can save you
A.:•
money on your construction
projects. Catch the Building
-.
Scene every Tuesday in the
Murray Ledger & Times.

Lorecas

I

Farm Forecast and Review,
telling our farmers the latest in
agriculture news every Monday. Farm Forecast and Review
places emphasis on the local
agriculture scene, featuring
people, places and things in
Calloway CourifraV well as insight on state and national
levels. Farm Forecast and
Review every Monday.

vt* w4441
Wednesday is the housewives
edition of the Murray Ledger &
• Times. Along with all of the
local news, sports and regular
features, there are bargains
galore from all the local
groceries in Murray. Be a smart
consumer and don't miss the
bargains waiting for you in
Wednesday's Ledger 8, Times.

Church
Page

Saturday
Murray
News
Briefs
Fins &
Feathers

Friday features the Ledger &
Times T.V. Week and Church
Page. Using Friday's Ledger &
Times you can keep up with
your favorite television shows,
check for weekly church information. All this and more is,
yours in Friday's Ledger &
Times.

Thursday
Thursday is also for bargainhunters. In addition to the
+ everyday emphasis on local
news, the good and the bad,
the happy and sad, many local
folks announce upcoming
garage and yard sales in the
classified section of Thursday's
edition. After keeping up with
what's going on around you,
turn to the classified section
where the home-hunter will
also find what's available on
the local house scene.

Saturday's Ledger & Times is
set off by Murray News Briefs
and fins and Feathers. Murray
News Briefs deals with
Murray's business community,
keeping up with promotions,
awards, and newcomers to
Murrays'business scene.
Fins and Feathers is the outdoor fan's page keeping in
stride with this area's outdoor
happenings, from new conservation legislation to how
many fish old Joe caught last
Friday is all there for the local
outdoor fans. Saturdays in
The Murray Ledger 8, Times.

We Give You News. We Give You
We Give You More!
Fads.
the

s
e
m
i
T
&
r
e
g
d
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Prices Good
Friday, Saturday & Sunday
Sept. 21,22 & 23

KING OF VALUES

11

1
Long

1011% Nylon
One Size Fits AN
Neg. UM

22 Fl. 01.

3

Rig.53.

Besser
Trash Bags

Gowns

Sweetheart
Dishwashing Liquid

40 Ct.

$500

$100

For

Reg.$2.97

Sale

Posh Puffs

Federal Shot Gun

Reg.66'

Field Load, 12-16-20 Gouge

2For $1

$377

Barbasol
Shaving
Cream

Shirts

2 For 88c

3 For $1

AT OUR SNACK BAR

Wild Flower
Bath
Ensemble
50c
mo
1

Bed
Pillows

Wash Cloths

Reg.$1.50
Both Towel

•

$125

$

Light
Bulbs
60-75-100 Watt
4 Bulbs To Pkg.
Reg.88'

00

66c

Prestone

Anti-Freeze
Reg.$342
Now$31

99c.

Kodak PR10

Warm-up Suits

Color Film

For Children
Reg.$8.68 & $9.66

Limit 1

Reg.$5.77

Ladies Straight Leg

American Star

Jeans

Hair Dryer

-Carpenter and 4 Pocket Styles

Reg. $10.00

1001: Cotton, Sizes 5-15

499

$677
Sale
.

,

,

Men's

Large Assortment of

Flannel Shirts

Match Box
Cars

By "Bunters Lane"
Polyester & Cotton
Reg.$6.88

•
Only

1

..

Ky. University

$

$488
Eltron
Long-Life

16 Oz.
Eliminates Rug
and Room Odors
Reg.$1.22

44c

00
Only $3

Reg.$6.88

Carpet
Scent

made with
•3 MEATS
CHEESE
• LETTUCE,
TOMATOES
• SUB BUN

Reg.Prices
Up To $3.97

Reg. 75'
Nand Towel

3 For

JUMBO
SUBMARINE
SANDWICH

Large Assortment
of

00

120 Count
Reg.53°

BUY'EM
BY
THE
SACK

00

Assorted Styles

arca
Napkins

Reg.53'

Reg.73'

Reg. $2.00

2 Pack
60-75-100 Watt
Reg.53°

Time Out For
A Sweet Treat

Royal
Shampoo

Reg. Sill Sale

Ladies' Western

2 For $1

'"$4.47

,

S2
44

Light Bulbs

Shells

00

Stadium
Seats
$550

$488
9-9 Mon.-Sat.
1-6 Sun.

$700

5c

Bel-Air Shopping Center
Acres of Free Parking
Limit Rights Reserved-Equal Opportunity Employer

$888

Oil of Olay
4 Oz., Size
Reg.$2.99

JO

$
00I

j

E

.L9'NI

spews qound

Reg
97'

Only

Sale

Reg. VIM

Sale

M440.10300
—

Phone
753-8777

VISA'
KING DI VALUES

September 20,
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The News In Brief

Deaths and Funerals I
Funeral Is Today
For Miss Ridings

•

By The Associated Press
WASHINGTON
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Secretary of State Cyrus
Vance is recommending that
American civilian technicians
remain in the Sinai Desert up
to three years and U.S.
reconnaissance flights be
stepped up to monitor the
Egyptian-Israeli peace treaty.
The formula announced
on
Wednesday
hinges
congressional approval, but
serious opposition is considered unlikely.

Larry Harrison,
Former Resident,
Dies Wednesday

The funeral for Miss Audie
Elizabeth Ridings is being
held today at 2:30 p.m. at the
chapel of the Roberts Funeral
service, Mayfield, with W. E.
Skipper officiating.
Serving as pallbearers are
Alton Ridings, Forest Vandall, Johnny Crouch, Coleman
Reeder, Billy Ward, Brown
Crouch. Ronald Crouch, and
Ben Brumley. Burial will
follow in the Liberty Cemetery
in Graves County.
Miss Ridings died Tuesday
at 5:45 p.m. at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
She is survived by one
sister, Mrs. Jewel Crouch,
Murray Route 7; sister-in-law,
Mrs. Mary Ridings, Murray;
several nieces and nephews.

Word has been received of
the death of Larry Harrison,
former resident of Hazel, who
died suddenly on Wednesday
while attending a meeting in
California.
Mr. Harrison, about 48, now
resided at Route 6, Box 465A,
Columbus. Miss. 39701. He
formerly operated the Hazel
Mill until November of 1978
when he and his family moved
to Columbus, Miss., where he
is now a salesman for a seed
company.
Survivors include his wife,
Mildrid, daughter, Sherri,
and son, Kent, all of Columbus, Miss.; his mother, Mrs.
Lula Harrison, one sister, and
one brother, all of Kansas
City, Mo.
Funeral arrangements are
incomplete, but the body will
be returned to the Gunter
Funeral Home, Columbus,
Mrs. Woodrow (Charlene Miss.
T. Hicks died Wednesday at
10 a.m. at the Marshall County
Hospital, Benton. She was 64
years of age and a resident of
Benton Route 8.
The deceased was a
member of the New Hope
Baptist Church.
Survivors include her
husband, Woodrow Hicks; her
By MARIA BRADEN
father. Curlin Thompson; one
Associated Press Writer
son, Jimmy D. Slaughter,
FRANKFORT, Ky. I AP) -three sisters, Mrs. Pauline
some big
will be
There
Pace, Mrs. Norma Wyatt, and
Mrs. Mary Faughn; four discrepancies" between
brothers, James, Prentice. federal strip mine regulations
Bob, and Carlton Thompson, and Kentucky's proposed
all of Benton; two grand- permanent regulations, the
state's top environmental
children.
official says.
held
be
will
funeral
The
Kentucky's proposed perFriday at 1 p.m. at the chapel
of the Linn Funeral Home, manent strip mine plan will
Benton, with the Rev. John T. meet the requirements of the
Hardie officiating. Burial will 1977 federal Surface Mining
Benton Act but won't mirror federal
the
in
follow
Natural
regulations,
Cemetery.
Resources Secretary Frank
Harscher said Tuesday.
He cited as an example a
regulation governing postFederal-State Market News Service Sepmining land use data required
tember 20, 1979
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
on perniit application forms.
Report Includes 6 Buying Stations
In such a case, Kentucky's
Receipts. Act. $52 Est. 500 Barrows &
Gilts 25-.50 lower Sows steady 81 00
regulation "would- deviate
lower
from the ( federal ) regulations
US 1-2 200-230 lbs. $37.50-37.75 few 38.00
*3720-3750
US 2 200-240 lbs.
but still comply with the law,"
25-37
25
$216
lbs.
US 2-3 240-250
Harscher said.
US 24 260-280 lbs.
Sows
-With the vast majority of
525.00-3000
US 1-2270-200 lbs
differences I believe we can
. *3700-2000
US 1-3 303-450 lbs
89.00-30.00
US 1-3450-000 lbs
negotiate with the U.S. Office
830.00-31.00
US 1-3 500-650 lbs
of Surface Mining I," he said.
. $26.06-27.00
US 2-3300-000 Its
Boars 25 00-M.00
Kentucky has not yet filed
its permanent regulations.
taking advantage of a sevenPrices of stocks of local interest at
month extension of the
noon. EDT,today,furrusbed to The Muroriginal Aug. 3 federal
ray Ledger & Tunes by First of
Michigan Corp. of Murray. are as
deadline.
follows
in
judge
federal
A
the
ordered
Washington
+1.11
Industrial Average
deadline extended to March 3,
22',4
Air Products
a proposal is before
and
9
+1
IN
American Motors
3739 At
Congress to extend it for
Ashland
55'9
American Telephone
another five months,to Aug. 3,
3%B 3%A
Bonanza
........... 739 unc
Chrysler . .
1980.
.,
4271,
Ford Motor
"If it proves beneficial to us
11 unc
G.AF
1531
doesn't make us forego
General Care
and
... 433.
General Dynamics
the advantages we have,"
122'a +
General Motors
217a At
General Tire
Kentucky will take advantage
22% +4,
Goodrich
of the full extension, Harscher
... 13% +14
Hardees .
MP% As
said in an interview. "We are
Heublein
6$19 +79
I.B.M...
taking the time to produce a
2:1006B
Jenco..
27-54
K Start
quality product."
3454 . -49
Pennwalt
He said the department has
2674 +kt
Quaker Oats
" n1219 At
an
withdrawn
Tappan
2954 -1-19
Texaco
the
of
copy
forniational''
.31i +kg
Wal Mart
. 16403 16'sA
state's permanent regulations
Wendys

WILL USE PUPPETS—Margaret Tharp, copastor of
Apostolic Church,2205 Coldwater Road, Murray. will use her
puppets, left to right. Willie, Tootsie, and Chuck, in the services on Sunday. Sept. 23, at the church. 0. T. Smith,
superintendent of the Sunday School with classes for all ages
conmeeting at 10 a.m., said a surprise contest is now being
Sunon
p.m.
7
and
am.
11
at
be
will
services
ducted. Worship
speaker
day, according to Manuel J. Tharp, pastor. A guest
Rev.
Tuesday.
on
p.m.
7
at
services
the
at
present
will be
Tharp said.

Mrs. Hicks Dies
At Hospital With
Rites On Friday

WASHINGTON( AP)— Sen.
M.
Kennedy's
Edward
emergence as • a likely
challenger for the 1980
presidential
Democratic
nomination is having little
visible impact on President
Carter's autumn political
plans.
Aides and advisers say
Carter will do little campaignbefore
traveling
pe
November and will not rush an
announcement of his candidacy.
WASHINGTON (AP)— The

House's latest rejection of a
pay raise for members of
Congress and high-level
bureaucrats may not be the
last blow in the battle.
The House voted 219-191 to
kill the measure, but it got
new life Wednesday through
an oversight by opponents of
the pay increase.
NATIONAL
A 16,000-acre fire singed the
city limits of, Ventura as
hundreds of firefighters
battling hot weather and
erratic winds struggled to
quell at least 16 blazes consuming 90,000 acres of
California brush and timber.
Since. Saturday, 44 homes
have been destroyed by the
fires.
INTERNATIONAL
JERUSALEM ( AP) —
Troops, police and bomb
disposal teams fanned out
through crowded streets today
to protect Israelis shopping
for the Jewish New Year after
a Palestinian bomb ripped
through a Jerusalem mall,
killing at least one person and
injuring 42.

ROME iAPi — A strong
earthquake followed by nearly
300 weaker tremors rattled the
mountainous heart of Italy,
killing at least five people,
damaging buildings in dozens
of towns and sending
thousands of terrified citizens
from their beds into the
streets.
Damage was concentrated
near Norcia, a medieval town
of 7,000 in hilly Umbria 70
miles north of Rome. All five
deaths were reported in
villages close to Norcia, where
St. Benedict was born 14
centuries ago.

Ohio Firm Agrees
To Pay $114,400
For Richmond Dump
RICHMOND, Ky. (AP) —
An Ohio plastics firm has
agreed to pay $114,400 for 8.8
acres on the site of the old
Richmond city dwnp.
The sale was approved by
the city commission Tuesday
night. The name of the firm
and its reason for buying the
land were not revealed.

Auction
Planned
An Auction sponsored by the
Calloway Athletic Boosters'
Club will be held Saturday,
Sept. 29, at 7 p.m. at the
Calloway High School gym.
Proceeds will benefit the
sports program in all the
Calloway County Schools,
according to Diane Barnett,
president of the club.
Anyone wishing to contribute new or used, big or
small, for the auction may call
753-3033 or 759-4716 by Friday,
Sept. 28, and the items will be
picked up by club members,
Mrs. Barnett said.
Dan Miller, a local auctioneer, will donate his tune
for the auction. Items so far
contributed by Calloway and
Murray merchants include a
Tappan stove by the Tappan
Company, Murray Division;
an 11x14 portrait by Artcraft:
a barbecued shoulder from
Owen's Food Market; and oil
changes from several area
service stations.

Environmental Official
Says Discrepancies Will
Occur In Mine Regulations

Hog Market

Stock Market

which it submitted to the U.S.
Office of Surface . Mining's
regional headquarters at
Knoxville. Tenn., in'July'.
In the meantime. a task
force has been formed within
the department to work on the
pert/'anent plan. Harscher
said. Public comment will be
solicited through the creation
of sn tall citizen advisory
groups, he said.
The state's permanent
regulations must be approved
by a legislative subcommittee
before they are effective, but
do not require approval by the
full General Assembly.
However, Harscher said he
the
have
to
expects
regulations in final form by
the start of the 1980 legislative
session, in case federal officials advise the state that
Kentucky's strip mine laws —
on which the regulations are
based — are inadequate or
conflict with federal law.
"In my opinion, at this time
we are as closely in compliance I with interim federal
regulations) as any state can
be." Harscher later told a
legislative subcommittee on
surface mining.

Livestock Market
LOUISVILLE, Ky. AP — USDA Cattle 400, slaughter classes steady,
feeders not fully tested;
Slaughter steers mixed good and choice
2-3649 lb 6400.
Slaughter heifers good 1000 lb 5720:
Slaughter cows commercial 3-5 41 204800, utility 1-34500-5000. cutter 1-2 46 06
0.50 canner 40.00-4600;
Slaughter bulls 1-2 1090-15110 lb 500000 25. choice 150-270 lb yealers 85 00-92 00,
choice 300-365 lb calves 71 00-8400. feeder
Meets 215-280 lb 101 00121.00; mixed 1-2
320-480 lb 64 50-97 00. 540-590 lb 75 0043 00.
930410 lb 90 00413 IX. 500-650 lb 57 00-69 50
540-900 lb 595043 DO, heifers 400-590 lb
73 75-82 50. mixed 660-740 lb 63 0067 00
770-979 lb 46.00-54 50;
Hogs KO, barrows and gilts 25 lower; 1-2
220-245 lb 3940-39.50. 710-245 lb 3900-39.40,
2-3 240205 lb 39 CO-39 00. 265-2610 lb 37903920: sows 50 lower; 1-2 340-450 lb 32 5033 50; 450440 lb 33.9135 00, boars over 300
lb 32.50-34.50:
Sheep 25, untested.

14.3 Cu. Ft.

Higher Interest Rates To All Savers
1

0Nr1
‘4,

DELUXE
NO-FROST

Accounts
0 Regular Passbook

2 0 ,. •16.DNailivbcorn,poundeng

the Adnnteftedctive yield

II

7is
interest from date of deposrt to day of withdrawal.

ONLY
129°°*

4 Year Variable Rate

Certificate of Deposit
••

8.20%

h month, based on the 4 year
The rate paid is set each
yield curve, by the U.S Treasury Sour rate is
guaranteed for 4 years.

Will
Accommodate
An
utomatic
Ice
Maker

Money Market Certificate

10.315%

Minimum Deposit
S10,000.00

Ask about our monthly or quarterly interest checks
Early withdrawal requires a substantial interest penalty

Murray
Murray
Egic
---=-----Smith
Downtown
Branch Hopkinsville Branch
Federal Savings & Loan Assn.
7th and Main
753-7921

ISI
LENDER

JIll,.

715 So 12th St
753-1214

Whirlpoo
17.2 CU. FT.
REFRIGERATOR
No-Frost Refrigerator
Model EET171PK
EE172PK

Effective Through September 30

Term
6 Months
(182 Days)

'T.1111014

• Adjustable Temperature
Control
• Twin Crispers
• Super Storage Doors

Features self-defrosting
refrigerator section,
automatic interior light,
convenient egg nest with
room for a dozen eggs,
zinc-plated full width shelves
for strength, rust resistance
and lasting good looks.

After Purchasing Ilay AOf Those
Whirlpool
Models...You Can Niihau
ic.N,, r for

299

ft
total
Cu.
'17.2
refrigerated volume including 475 cu ft freezer
compartment
'Separate temperature controLs for refrigerator and
freezer sections
'Provisionof ICEMAGIC
Automatic Ice Maker... add
now or Later
'Power-saving heater control switch

Plus 17 Free Chickens With Purchase

